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Rgeword

The National centei on Child Abuse and Neglect was
created by the Child Abuse Prevention, and Treatment
ACt (Pt. 93-247) in 1974 to provide tite first sustained

'focuifor federal efforts to improve the plight 9f abuse
And neglected children and their families. The National
C'enter",is located in Washington,: D.C., and is in
organizational part of the U.S. Children's Bureau with- .5

in the Department of Health, ktitucation and Welfare's
Administration for Children, Youthand Families of
the Office of Human Development. Services.
Central to the National Center's efforts is a.commit-
ment to non-punitive, interdisciplinary and com-
munity-wide approaches. However, one of the major

"'. constraints to this approach is,that professionals often
have, difficulty communicating across professional
boundaries. What may be understandable within one
profession because it is standard .professional ter-
minology may not be understood by persons in other
professions working on the same ease or program. To
facilitate communication and understanding within ,

and acrops disciplines, the Midwest Parent-Child
Welfare Resource Centex at the University of Wiscon:

a
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-sin-Milwaukee compiled this Interdisciplinary Gloss-
ary. It presents, in a concise and easily accessible, for-
mat, legal? medical, and social work ter4us,relevant tc%
phild use and neglect ...prevention and treatment

rams, and provides explanations which will facili-
te cross-disciplinary understanding. As such, we hope

it will prove helpful to: attorneys, dly care personnel,
family life educators, ,,health care administrators,
homemaker personnel, jutges, law enforcement per-
ionnel, legislators, nurses, - parent aides, physicians,
psychologise, social planners, Social workers; 54ho91,
administraor's, teacheri, students, volunteer child and
family advocates, aitd concerned citizens in all pails of
the country.
The. National Centel) is pleased to make this Glossary
available,

Director
. National' Center on Child

Muse and Neglect!
Children's Bureau

t'
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Preface

A glossary, according to Webster, is an explanation of
foreign or technical terms.,01his Glossary explain's: I )

terms which are unique to child abuse and'neglect. and
2) terms used with respectto child abuse and neglect
but which also have wider application. In the former
instance, the Glossary provides:exhaustive explana-
tions and commentary on significant issues. In the latter

1:instance, the GI ssary provides explanations which
rifler be generic o which' may, because of space limita-
tions, be only -that explanation which is relevant to
child abuse and neglect In most cases. the distinction is
self-evident, b'ut users of this Glostary should under-
stand that the Glossary is definitive only with respect to
child abuse and neglect."
Providing explanations in an area where many defini-
tions have not been finalized or are subject to disciplin-
ary interpretation is risky. The Midwest Parent-Child
Welfare Resource Center has assumed this burden in
the belief that while the explan &ions provided here
may not be perfect, they can nevertheless be useful to
practitioner*. The goal was utility rather than perfec-
tion. The explanations do represent experts' consensus
and conformance with the Standards of the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect.
Frequency of 'use in practice or in professional
literature guided .the selection of terms for inclusion,
except that commonly used terms which-are either self-
explanatory or satisfactorily defined in a standard dic-
tionary were ornitted. On the other hand, terms which
are commonly understood in the English language, but

which have specific implications in the area of child
abuse and neglect, were included.
Where terms have different meanings in different
prof- .ns, all of she explanations are provided with
the Alicable profession identified.
Acronyms (abbreviations) used commonly in profes-
sional practice appEar in the bodrof the Glossary after
terill;to,wihich they refer. Hotvever. an alphabetical list
of dose acronyms and their referrents is provides at
the end of the Glossary.
Many of the explanations, of legal and medical terms
were compiled from giOssaries deVeloped by Urban
Rural Systems Associates (URSA) under grants and
contracts with the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect. Explanations of medical terms were also com-
piled from glossaries developed by the National In-
stitute of Mental Health: However, the' Midwest
Parent-Child Welfare'Resource Center has added the
specific implications for. child abuse and neglect to
many of the medical definitions

, All of the social work term's and explanations were
compiled by the Midwest Parent-Child Welfare
Resource Center.

Associate Professor and Director
Region V Child Abuse and Neglect
Resource Centel!.
(Formerly) Midwest Parent-Child.
Welfare Resource Center
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Mins and Explanations

ABANRONMENT
Act of a parent or caretaker leaving a Child without adequ-
ate stipervision or provision for his/ her needs for an ex-:
cessive period of time. State laws vary in defining adequa-
cy of supervision and the length of time a child fnay be left.
alone or in the c of anotherbefore abandonment is
determined. The age the child also is an important fac-
tor. In legal terminology, "aband;:inment cases" are suits
calling for the termination of parental rights

ABDOMINAL DIST NTION
Swelling of the stomach area. The distention may be
caused, by internal injury or obstruction or by malnutn-

ABRASION
Wound in which an area of the body surface is scraped of
skin or mucous membrane.

ABUSE (See CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT)
v

ABUSED' CHILD (See INDICATORS OF CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT)

ABUSED PARENT
Parent who has bee abused as a child and who therefore
may be more likely to buse his/her own child,

ABUSER, PASSIVE (See PAVE ABUSER)
..

Ac ADEMY OF CERTIFIED SOCIAL WORKERS
(ACSW) .

,

Professional care ory. identifying experienced social
workers. Efigibilit is determined by writteh examination
following twce yea full-time or 3poo hours rn-time

N

paid post-Master's degree experience and continuous Na-
nonal Association of Social Workers (NASW) member-
ship.

"ACTING OUT
I) Behavior of an abusive parent who may be un-

consciously and 'indirectly expressing anger toward
his/ her own parenti or other significant person.

2) Aggressive or sexual behavior explained., by some
psychoanalytic theorists as carrying out fantasies or
expressing unconscious feelings and conflicts..

3) Children's play or play therapy activities used as a .

. means oi,elpressing hitherto repressed feelings.

ACUTE CARE CAPACITY
Capacity of a community to resporxdquickly and restionsi-
bly to a report of a child abuse or neglect. li involves
receiving the report and providing diagnostic assessment
including both a medical assessmenCand an evaluation of
family dynamics. ft also involves rapid intervention, in-
cluding. immediate.protection of, the child when needed
ind referral for long term care or service to the child and
his/her family.

ADJUDICATION HEARING .

Court hearing in which k is decided whether
charges against a parent or caretaker are substantiated by
admissible evidence Also knOwn as jurisdictional or evi-
dentiary hearing.

or not

ADMISSIBLE EVIDENCE
Evide,nce which may be legally and properly used in court.
(See also EVIDENCE, EVIDENTIARY STANDAtIDS,- .

EXPERT TESTIMONY)

2's
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ADVOCACY
Inttrventive strategy in which a helping 'person assumes .
an active role in assisting or supporting' a specific child
and /or family or a cause on behalf of children andt or
families-This could involve finding and facilitating serv-
ices for specific cases or developing new services or pro-
moting program coordination. The advocate uses his/ her
power to meet client needs or to promote causes.

AFFIDAVIT '
Written statement signed in the presence of a Notary
Public who "swears in" the signer. The contents of the
affidavit are stated under penalty of perjury. Affidavits are
freeqttently used in the initiation of juvenile court cases and
are, at-times, presented to the court as evidence.

' AGAINST MEDICAL' ADVICE (AMA')
Going against the orders of a physician. In cases of child
abuse or neglect, this usually means the removal of a child
from a hospital without the physician's consent.

AID TO FAMILIES WITH DEPENDENT
CHILDREN (AFDC) ,(See SOCIAL SECURITY'
ACT)

.
ALLEGATION
An Asertion, declaration, or statement of a party to a legal
action, which sets out what he or'shkexpects to prove. In a
child abuse or neglect case, the allegation fdrms the basis
of the petition or accusation containing charges ofSpecific
acts of maltreatment which the petitioner hopes to prove at
the trial.

Ar ALOPECIA
Absence of hair from skin areas, where it normally ap-
pears, baldness. '

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS (AAP)
P.O. Box 1034
Evanston, Illiyois 60204
AAP is the pa- American association of physicians cer-
tified in the care-of infants, children, and adolescent's,. It
was founded in 1930 for the primary purpose of ensuring
."the attainment of all children of the Americas of their

a-.full potential for physical, emotional, and social health."
Services and activities of AAP include stand:Ms-setting
or pediatric residencies, scholarships, continuing e.duca-

, , standards-setting for child healtl'i care, community
h 1th services, consultation, publications, and research.

i

A ERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATIO
C LDREN'S DIVISION' (AHA)
535 S Roslyn St.
Englewood, Colorado 8011'0 .

National association of individuals and ageticies working

to prevent negket, abuse, and exploitation of children. Its
objectives are to inform the public of the problem, to pro-
mote understanding of its causes, to advise on the iden-
tification and protection of abused andneglectisl children,
and to arbsist in organizing new and improving existing
child protection programs 'and. services. Some df the
programs-and services of CDAilA include research', con-
sultation and surveys, legislative guidance, staff develop-
ment training and workshops, and publications. AHA
eludes an Animal Division in addition to the Children's
Division.

AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION
(APWA)
1025 Fifteenth St. N.W. Suite 30,0
Washington, D.0 20005
APWA was founded' in 1930 and has, from its inception,
been a voluntary mAnbaship organization composed of
individuals and agencies interested in issues of public
welfare. National in scope, its dual purpose is to. 1) exert a
positive influence on the'shaping of national social policy,

'and 2) promote professional deVefopment of persons
working in the area of public welfare. APWA sponsors an
extensive program of policy analysis and* research,
testimony and consultation, publications, conferences,
and workshops. It, works for policies which are more
equitable, less complex, and easier to administer in order
that public *welfare personnel can respond efficiently and
effectively to the needs pf persons they serve.

A NNUA L.REVIEW OF DEPENDENCY CASES
Annual or Nher periodic reviews of dependency cases to ,
determine whether continued child placement or cowl
supervision of a child is necessary. increasingly required

state Jaw, such reviews by-the court also providewily
judicial supervision of probation or casework serieces.'.

ANOMIE
A state of anomie is characterized by attitudes of aimless-
ness, futility, and lack of motivation and results from the
breakdown or failure of standards, rules, norms, and
values that tgdittarily bind people together: in some
socially organized way.

ANOREXIA
Lack or loss of 'appetite for food.

1<____APAH Y-FUTILI1Y SYNDROM
Immature personality type often associated with child
neglect and characterized by an inability to feel and to find
any significant meaning in life. This syndrome, often aris-
ing from early deprivation* in childhood, is frequently
perpetuated from generation to generation within a family
system. (Polansky)



APPEAL ,
Re§ort to a higher court in an attempt to have adecision or
ruling of the lower court corrected' or reversed because of
some claimed error or injustice. Appeals follow.several
different formats. Occasionally, appeals will result in a
rehearing of the entire case. Usually, however, appeals are
limited to consideration of -questions of.whethet thejower
coup, judge icorrectly apPlied the law to the facts of the
case.

a 10

ASSESSMENT ,

I) Determination of the validity of a reported case, of
suspected child abuse or neglect throUghinvestigatory
interviews with persons invotved.,This could include
interviews with the family, The child, school, and
neighbors, as well as with othe4professionals and
paraprofessionals having direct contact with the child
or family.

2) Determination of the treatment potential and treat-
. ment plan for confirmed cases:

ASSAULT
Intenudnal or reckless threat of physical injury to a per
son Aggravated assault is committed with the intention of
carrying out the threat or other crimes. Simple assault is
committed without the intention of carrying out'the threat
or if the attempt at injury is not completed. (See also BAT-
TERY, SEXUAL ASSAULT)'

I
ATROPHY
Wasting away of flesh, tissue, cell, or organ.

A V ITAMINOSIS
Condition due to complete lack of one or more essential
vitamins. (See also HYPOVITAMINOSIS)

BATTERED CHILD SYNDROME -
Term introduced 1962 by,C. Henry Kempe, M.D., in
the Journal of the Amerifean Medical Association in an
'article describing'a combination of physical and Other
signs indicating that a child's internal and/or ekternal inj-
uries result from acts committed by a parent or.caretak.er.
In some states, the battered child syndrome has been,
judicially recognized as an accepted medical diagnosis.
Frequently thisterrn is misused or misunderstood as the
only type of child abuse and neglect. (See also CHI'L'D
ABUSE AND NGLECT)

BATTERED WOMEN .

Women who are victims of non-accidental physical
and/or psychological injury inflected by a spouse or mate
There seems to be a relationship between child abuse and
battered women, with both often, occurring ira the saie
family. (See also SPOUSE ABUSE)

4

BATTERY
Offensive contact or physical violence with a person
without hisi her ,consent, and which mayor may not be
preceded by a threat of assault. Becauie a minor cannot
legally give consent, any such contact or-violence against a
f,hild is considered banery. The action may be aggravated,*
meaning intentional, or it may be simple, meaning that the
actioin was hot intentional, or did not cause were harm.
Assault, is occasionally used to mean attempted battery.
(See also ASSAULT)

BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD
Standard for decidirtg amongalternative plans for,abused
or neglected children. This', is also k"nown as the least

jfetrimehial alternative prineiple. Usually it is assumed
that it its in the child's best interest and least detrimental if
the child remains in the home, provided that the parents
can respond to treatment. However, the parents' potential
for treatment may be difficult to assess, and it may not be
known whether 'the necessary resources are available. A
few authorities believe that except where the child's life is
in danger, it is always in the child's be' t interest to remain
in the home. This view reflects theposition that in evaluat-
ing the least detrimental alternative and the child's beit
interest, the child's psychological as well as physical well-
being must be considered. In developing a plan, the best
interest of the child may not be served because of parents'
legal nghts or because agency policy and practice focuses
on foster care. The best interest of the child and 'least
detrimental ralternativet.principles were articulated as a
reaction to "the overuse of child placement in cases of
abuse and-neglect. Whereas "best interest of the child"
suggestst, some placement may be justified, "least
detrimental Iterpative" is stronger in suggesting that any
placement alternative can have some negative conse-,
quences shOtild be monitored.

BEYO A/REASONABLE DOUlfT (See EVI-
DENTIARY STANDARDS)

BONDING
The psychological attachment of mother u), child which
develdps during and immediately following childbirth
Bonding, which appears to be cruciaudthe aeyelopment
of a health parent/child relationship, may be studied dur-
ing and iminediately follo:ving.delivery to help identify
potential families-at :tisk. Bonding is normally a natural
occurrence but n may be--dltrupted by separation of
mother and baby 4 by situational or psychological factors
causing the mother to reject the baby at birth.

RKUISE (See INTRADERMAL HEMORRHAGE)

BURDEN OF PROOF
The duty, usually falling on the state- as petitioner in a

4
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child maltreatment case, of producing evidence at a trial
'sb as 'to establish the truth the allegations against the
parent. At the bominencement of a trial, it is always up to
the'P'etitioner to first {mese% evidence which proves their
case: (See also EVIDENCE, EVIDENTIARY STAND-
ARDS)

BURN
Wound resulting from the applicationNof too much heat.
Burns are classified by the degree of damage caused.

1st degree: Scorching or painful redness of the skin.
2nd degree: Formation of blisters. ,

3rd degree: Destruction of outer layers of the skin.

BURN OUT ..(See staff burn out.)

CALCI C410N .

.

Formation of bone. The amount of calcium deposited can
indicate via X-ray the degree of healing of a broken bone
or the location ,of elms fractures which have healed
prior to the X:ray.

CALLUS
New bone formed during the healing process of a fracture.

_CAKVARIUM
Dome-like portion of the skull.

CANRETAkER
A Orion responsible for a child's health or welfare, in-
cluding tht child's parent, guardian, or other -ptrion
within the child's own home; or a pe responsible for a
child's health or welfafe in a relative home, foster'care
home, orresidential institution. A ca ker is responsible
for meeting a child's basic physica and psychological
heeds and for providing protection an supervision.

CARTILAGE t .

The hard connective tissue that is not bone but, in the un-
born and growing child, may be the forerunner of bone
before calcium is deposited in it. s

CASE MANAGEMENT
Coordination of the multiplicity of services required by a
child abitse and neglect client. Some of these services may
be perchased from an agency other than the mandated
agency. In general, the role of the case manager is pot the
provision of direct services but the monitoring of those
services to assure that they are relevant to' the client,
delivered in a useful way, and- appropriately used by the
client. To do this, a oak manager assumes the following
responsibilities.
1) Ascertains that all mandated report, have been prop.

erly
2) Informs all professionals involved with the family

reports of suspected child abuse or neglect have been
' made.

3) Keeps-all involved workers apprised of, new informa-
tion.

4.) Calls and chairs the intial 'case conference for assess-
ment, disposition1 and treatment plans; conference
may include parents, physician; probation worker,
police, public WAlth nurse, private 'therapist, parent
aide, prokethr service and welfare workers, or
others.

;) Coordinates interagency follow-up.
6) Calls further case conferences as
(See also PURCHASE OF SERVICE)

e
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CASEWORK *
A method. of sAcial work intervention which helps an. in-
dividual or family 4mprove their functioning in society by
changing both internal attitudes and feelings and external
circumstfnees tectly affecting the individual or family.
This contrasts with community organization-and other
methods -of social work intervention which focuses orr
changing institutions or socliety,. Social casework relies on
a relationship between the worker and client as the pri-,
mary tool foreffecting change.

CATEGORICAL-AID
Government financial assistance given to individuals who
are aged or disabled or to families with dependent
children. The eligibility requirements and financial assis-
tance vary for different categories of persons; according to
the guidelines of the SoCia( Security Act. (Sec also
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

CENTRAL REGISTER It

Records7of child abuse reports collected centrally from
various agencies under state law or voluntary agreement.
Agencies receiving'reports of suspectedebtkeheck with
the central register to determine whether prior reports
have been received by oth!ragencies cortierning the same
child or parents. The purposes of central registers may be
toalert authorities to families with'a prior history of abuse,
to assist agencies in planning for abusive families, and to
provide datfor statistical analysis of child abuse. Due to
variance in state laws for repotting child abuse and
neglect, there are diverse methods of compiling these
records and of access to them. Although access to register
records is' usually restricted, critics.wam of confidentiality
problems and the importance of expunging unverified,
reports. (See also EXPUNGEMENT)

1
-CHILD
A person, also known,as minor, from birth to legal age of
maturity for .whom a parent end/or caretaker, foster
parent, public or private home, institution, or agency is
legally responsible. The 1974 Child Abuse Prevention and
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Treatment Act defines a child as a person under 18. In
some states, a person. of any' age with a developmental
disability is defined as a child.

CHILD ABUSE ,(See CHILD ,ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT (CAN)
All-inclusive term, at defined in tI)e Child AiNsel'reven:
tion and Treatment Act, for "the physical or mental inj-
ury, sexual abuse, negligent treatment or.maltreatnient of
a child under the age' of eighteen by a pe9on who is
.responsible for the child's welfare. There istagreement that
some parental careand supervision is essential; there is
disagreement as to hbw much is necessary for a minimally
acceptable environment.

Child A buse refers specifically,tban act of commission
by a parent or caretaker which isnot accidental and

---4" harms or threatens to harm a child's physical or mental
health or welfare. All ,50 States have a child abuse
reporting law with varying definitions of child abuse
and varying provisions aro who must and mayireport,
penaltie4 for not reporting, and required agaey,action

if f lowing report. Fa6tors such as the age /f the
ild and,,the severity of injury are importanti deter-
ning.abuse. d

-

Physical Abuse
Child abuse which results in physical injury, includ-
ing fractures, burns, bruises, welts, cuts, and/or in-
ternal injuries. Physical abuse often occurs in the
name of discipline or punishmertl, and ranges from
a slap of the hand to use of objects such as straps,
belts, kitchen utensils, pipes, etc. (See also BAT-
TERED CHILD SYNDROME) 4

as

Psychological 'Emotio nal Abase _

ehild abase which results in impaired psychologicL1
growth and development,, FireqUently octtprnrver-
bal abuse br excessive demands On'a child's perfor-
mince and, results in a negative self-image on the
part. of the child and disturbed child behavior. May
occur with or without.physical abuse.

Sexual A buse

Child abuse4which results in any act of a sexual
nature upon or with a child. Most states define any
sexual involvement of a parent or caretaker with a

"child as a sexual act and therefore abuse. The most
commoo,_ form is incest between fathers and
daughters.

Verbal A *use .

A particular form of psychological/emotional'abuse

6

characterized by constant verbal harassment and
de5igration of a child. Many persons abused as
children, report feeling more perManently damaged
by verbal, abuse thaff by isolated or repeated ex-
periences of p4sical abuse.

. .

Child Neglect refers to an act of omissions
specifically the failure of a parent or other person
legally responsible for a child's welfare to proyide for
the child's basic needs and proper level Of Care with

torespect to f clothing, shelter, hygiene, medical at-
tention,tentiori, or su rvision. Most states.have neglect and/or
dependency statutes; however, not all states require the
reporting of neglect. While there is agreement that

e parental care and supervision is essential, there is
disagreement as to how Much is .necessary for a
minimally acceptable environment. severe neglect .

tometimes occurs be ause a parent is apathetic, im-
pulse- ridden, men all% retarded,idepressed, or
psychotic.

Educational GVeglect
Failure to provide for a child's cognitive develop-
ment. This may include failure to conform to state
legal-requirements regarding school attendance.

Medical Neglect
Failure to seek medical or dental treatment for a
health problem or condition which, if untreated,
could become severe enough to represent a danger to
the child. Except among religious sects Prohibiting
medical treatment, medical neglect is usually only
One part of a larger family problem.

Moral Neglect
Failure ler give, a child adequate guidance-in
developing positive- social valdei, such as parents
who allow Or teach their children to steal.

Physical Neglect $

Failure to provide for a child's basic survival needs,
such as food, clothing, shelter, and supervision, to
the extent that the failure represents a hazard to the
child'S health or safety. Determining neglect for lack

. of supervision depends upon the child's age and
competence, the amount of tinsupth ised time,. the,-
time of day when the child is unsupervised, and the
degree of parental planning for the unsupervised
period. For a particular kind of physical neglect in-

. volving failure'to feed a baby or small child suffi-
ciently, see FAILURE TO THRIVE SYNDROME.

Psychological /Emotional Neglect
Failure to provide the psychological nurturance
necessary for a child's psychological growth and
development. It is .usually very difficult to prove the



cause and effect relationship between the parent's
unresponsiveness and lack of nurturance and the
child's symptoms, and many statesdo not include

, psychological or emotidnal neglect in their reporting
laws.

ell,
CHILD ABUSE` PREVENTION AND TREAT-
MENT ACT (PULILIC LAW 93-247)
Act introduced and promoted in`6mgress by-then U.S.,

i Senator Walter Mondale and signed-into law on January
31, 1974. The act established the National Center on
Child Abuse and 'Neglect in the HEW Children's Bureau
and authorized" annual appropriations of between $15
million andi25 million through Fiscal Year 1977, but it
is anticipated that Congress will extend the act for several
years. Actual appropriations have been less.. than
authoriied. The purpose of the National Center is to con-
duct and compile research, provide- an information
clearinghouse, compile and publish training materials,
provide technical sistance, investigate national inci-
dence, and fund demonstration'projects related to preven-
tion, identification, and treatment of chill abuse-and
neglect: In the 1974 act, not more than 20% Of the ap-
propriated funds may be used forwikect assistance to
states, which must be in coinpliance with specific legisla-
tive requirements including, among others, reporting and
investigation of suspected neglect as well as abuse, proyi-
sion of multidisciplinary programs, and appointment of a

guardian ad litem to represent.the`child in all judicial
proceedings. The act emphasizes multidisciplinary ap-
proaches. It also provides for funding for parent self-help
projects.

8. .
Many persdns ao not-understand that this act is primarily
to support -research and demonstration projects. Much
larger amounts of funding for, the ongoing provisions of
child abuse and neglect services ar vided to states
through Title IV-Wand Title )2( o the Social Security
Act. i . -

411fr

CHILD DEVELOPMENTN

Pattern of sequential stafeS of interrelated physical,
psychological, and social development in the process of
maturation from infancy and )Total dpendence to adult-
hood and relative independence. Parents need to unders-
tand the level of maturity consistent with ch stage of
development and should not expect 'a child o display a'
level of maturity of which the child is incajable at a par-
ticular stage. Abusive Or neglectful parents frequently im-
pair a child's h9Oly growth and development because

they do not umferstand child development or are other-
wisto unable to meet the child's physical, social, and
psychological needs st a given stage or stages of develop-

/

ment.

CHILD HEALTH VISITOR ."`
Professional or paraprofessional who visits a hoihe shortly-
after the birth of a baby and periodically thereafter to
identify curient and potential child health and develop-
ment and family stress problems and to facilitate use Of
needed community services. While currently operating in
many European countries, child health visitor programs
are rare in the U.S. because they are perceived as contrary
to the right to privacy and .parental rights, A universal
mandatory child health visitor program has, however,
been recommended by several bauthorities as the most
effective way to assure children's rights and prevent,child
abuse and neglect. Also known as Home Health Visitor.

CHILD IN NEED OF SUPERVISION
Juvenile who has committed a delinquent act and has been,
found by a children's court judge to'require further court
supervision, such as I ) probation, or 2) the transfer a
custody of the child to a *relative or public or private
welfare agency for a pfriod of time, usually not to exceed
one year. Also known as Person in Need of Supervision
(PINS1 or Minor in Need of Supervision (MINS).

CHILD- NEGLECT (See CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLEt-r)'

7

CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
The obscene or pornographic photography, filming, or

depiction of children fohcominercial purposeorRecent
campaigns have begun to increase public awareness of
this problem; Also as a-result of public pressure against
these materials, the federal government anctsome states-
are currently implementing 'special legislation to
outlaw the sale and interstate transportation of por-
nographic Material's that portray children engaged lfri
egplicit sexual acts.

CHILD PROSTITUTION ,
Legislation prohibiting the use of children as
prostitutes is currently being imple nted by the
federal government and many States. he use of or par-
ticipation by children in sexual acts with adults for
reward or financial gain when no force is Present.

'CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES or CHILDTRO-
TECTION SERVICES (CPS)
'A specialized child welfare service:usually part of a
county department of public welfare, legally responsi-
ble in most states for investigating suspected cases of
child abuseand neglect aad intervening in confirmed\
cases. Qualifications of CPS workers vary, with some
counties employing CPS workers without prior human
services training and others requiring al least' a

Bachelor's degree in-social work. Witty over 3,000
counties in the' there are many kinds of,CPS

1 el
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programs of varying quality.\ Common to Most is the ,

problem' of insufficient staff overburdened with ex- ;6
.cessiv caseloads. This.plus the Pressures of CPS work
creates stress or many CPS. staff. (See also STAFF
BURNOUT, STAFF FLIGHT; and -STAFF
SATISFACTION)

CHILD WELFARE AGENCY '
A'public or voluntary agency-proOiding service ttl-chil-
drert in their own homes and/or in day care, and winch
may be licensed to place children in foster homei, -

grosio homes; or institutions or into peimanent adop.-
'five 'homes. The number of children served annually by0
child Welfare agencies in the U.S. is estimated to be'

. over one million, the majority being served by public
agencies. PaYmeots for" foster carezepresent well over
hat(' theyestal of child welfare agencies' 'expenditures.. .

. .
Child welfare agencies which meet certain standards
includinStandards for Protective Services; are ac-
credited by the Child Welfare Leave of America. It is
estimated thit the majority of social workers employed
by these accredited agtncieslAld a Master'sigegree. In
public child` welfare agence, Master's degree social
wotkers'are a . ority, with specific educational re-

tquirements vying from state to state. However,
unlike many other fields of social work which share'
responsibility with other professions, child Welfare is ass
doniain for which social work has been accorded major
responsibility. Believing that child protection a

public child welfare agencyresponsi6ility, few pr ate

agencies provide it *
CHILD WELFARIth LEAGUE OP AMERIC.,
(CWLA)r
157 Irving Place .

New York,'N:Y. 10093
Founded in 1920, 'the Child Welfare League of
America is a privately supported-, non-sectarian
organization which is dedicated -to the improvement of
carte and 'services for ,deprived, neglected, and de-
pendent children-and their families. Its program is
directed *ward helping agencies and communities in
the U.S. and Canada to provide essential,social services
lo promote. the well-being of children. CWLA is an ad:
vocate fofrchildren and families, a clearinghouse and
foruni for knowledge and experience bf persons in the

"...field,and a coordin tong facility through which all con-
cerned pith chit welfar% = can share their efforts.
Programs of the League and its membership of over
300 affiliated public -and private agencies include: ac-
creditation of agencies, ado.ption services, conferences
consultation, training, library/informaton services,
publications, personnel services, public affairi and
legistatiye programs, standards development, ant sur- ,

, veys. .

A

CHILD WELFARE RESOURCE INFORMATION
EXCHANGE
A project of the Childress Bureau of the Administra-
tibn for Children, Youth and Families,, HEW. It, is a
source for materi4ls on exemplary progranls, curricula,
tesdrillogiei, -and methods` tv'hich ahve brought ,more
effective and efficient services to children. Its papose
is to improve the delivery of child welfare services by
identifying successful programs, -methods, researdh.,.
and thaterials, and by assisting agencies in adapting
them for their own use. The Efthange disseminate
formatibii if has. gathered through abstracts, a_ bi-
monthly bulletin, regional workshops, and colloquia.

CHILDHOOD LEVEL OF LAVING SCALE (CLL)%
Ihsttument used to measure the level of physical and-
emotional/cognitive care ashild is receiving in,his/her
home. Ratedire adequacy of food, clothing, furniturel'
etc as well as evidenesiof affection, type of d
an'd cultural stimulation. The scale is .designed to be
used as a guile to assessing hurturance levels rather
than as object evidence of neglect

CH-IV:MEN-AT-RISK
May refer to the possibility that children m thecum°,
of.a state orcbunty will get lost in a" series of.plaCe:
ments or for other reasons not be 'returned to theft
natural homes when these homes are no longer
threatening to thechildren's welfare. May alsa refer to
children in potentially abusive institutions, but usually'
refer to ehildren" in families-at-risk (See atso
FAMILIES-AT-RISK) ,

CHILDREN'S PEfEN4 FUNEY(CDF)
. 1520 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.

. Washington, D.C. 20036

8

A non-profit organization foundedi)n I973# Staff in-
cludes re archers, lawyers, and others dedicated to
long-rangevsand systematic advocacy on behalf of
children CDF works at federal, state; and local revels
to reform ['cies and practices which harm fully'affect
large num ers Of children. Acipoties include investiga-
tion and uhlic information, litigation, monitoring
federal agencies, and technical assistance to local
organizations. Program priorities aril, to ,assure the
rights of children to proper education, adequate health
cre, corn. ensive child care and family, ''ypport
seryices, aiend humane treatment in the juvenile
4u.stice system, 'and the avoidance Of institutionaliza-

, / .
CHILDREN'S RIGHTS
R'ightfilf children as individuals to the protections pro-
vided in the Constitution tislifell as to the care an0 pre%
tection necessary for normal gro and-development.

p
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Children'i rights are/actually exercised Ihrou'gh adult
- representatives and. advocates. The extent to which

children's rights are protected varies according to the
individual state laws providing for the identification
and, ireatmegt child abuse and neglect. An
unresolved issuer* the conflict between children's

. 'rights parents' rightsftor rights to privacy. (See also
PARMTS' RIGHTS) .

it

CHIP FRACTURE See FRACTURE)

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE (See EVI-
DENCE)

CIVIL PROCEEDING
Any lawsuit other than criminal prosecutions. Juvenile
and family court, cases are ,civil proceedings. A)%so
caned a*civil action.

CLEAR. AND CONVINCING EVIDENCF (See
EV IQENTIARY STANDARDS) `'e

CLOTTING FACTOR
Material in the blood that causes it to coagulate. Den-.
ciencies ih clotting factors can cause profuse-internal or
external bleeding ancloir bruising, as in the, disease
hemophilia. Bruises of bleedittf caused by such a
disease may be mist1ken as resulting from abuse.

\
COLON
Thelarge intestine.

COMMINUTED FRACTURE

t
ACTS OF

Ove acts by a parent or caretaker toward hild
ulting in physical or mental' injufy, including but not

limited to disciplining, or ex
tion. (See also ILD ABUSE AND NEGLE

COMMISSIONER (See HEARING OFFICER)
-

COMMUNITY AWARENESS .
A comniunity's level of understanding of child &use

(See FRACTURE) -

1
tifieation, and treatment of child abuse and neglect. It -

is often ,the name given -to the program coordination
eon'Iponent of the community team (see COM -

MUN1TY TEAM).

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Developed for public audiences, this-type of local level
education provides understanding about a problem or
issue of commbnity and /or societal relevance, Ind in-.
formation.about appropriate community resources and
servicesiivailable o dealAvith thegproblem or issue.
Sponsored by a professional agenc{or citizens' group,
community education is usually provided through an
ongoing speaker's bureau,uhrough periodic lecture and
discussion meetings open to the general public/ or'
offered to ,special groups, and/or through the local,
media-id other publicity devices.

With reference to child abuse and neglect, itis Minor-
tad to combine community education with public
awareness. Generally, public awareness is geared only..
to- reporting child abuse and neglect, and may com-
municate a punitive image toward parents who abuse or
neglect their children without communicating an un-
derstanding of the problem. .

COMMUNITYNEGLECT
Felipe of a community to provide adequate support
und social services for families'and children, or lack of
community control over illegal or discriminatory ac-
tivities with respect to famirieiand children.

'and negleit. Ideally, this should include knowledge
about the extent,and nature of the problem and how to

else the local resources. In reality, conynurtity .aware-
'Ness tends to focus on reporting rather than treatment

and prevention.

COMMUNITY COUNCIL FOR CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT .

Community group, including both professionals' and
citizens, which attempts to develop and coordinate
resources aticl/or legislation for thejultvention, iden-

/ .

COMM-UNITY ORGANIZATI Nt
A social work method of athiev g change in human
service,organizations or service delivery and utilizatitngitv.
through social planning and/or social action. This kind

itvof intervention rests explicitly or implicitly on unders- ..
Ilkncling the nature of the community or service system
which is the target of chlinie and on organizing mem.- .
bars ,ofithe, community or system to participate in the
change 'process. Profeit'sional ,community organizers
assist, but do not direct, community groups in develop-
ing Rommunity organization strategies ,of confronta-
tion, collaboration, coalition, etc. Since child abuse
and neglect is a multidisciplinary, multiagency
problem, community organization for coordination of
services is imperative.

,

COMMUNITY SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Community resources such as schools, public health
services, day care centers, welfare advocacy, whose

cutilization c id in preventing family dysfunction and
child abuse neglect, and aid in treating identified
cases of abu and neglect. ..

9
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C0117011UN1TYIsTEAM
Oftennised eltrrectly to refer 'to a multidisciplinari
professiona roup which only diagnoses and plans
reatment for specific cases of child abuse and neglect.

ore accurly, a community team sepgates the diag-
nd,. triatment functions and provides a third

mponentl'or education, training, and public rela-
tions, The siommunity,tream also includes a community
task force or council, including citizens as well at
professionals from various disciplines, which coordi-
nates the three community team' components and advat
cates for .resources and legislation. Citizen's on.pe corn-
munit'y team also nzonitor the professionals an agency
participants. For t ffective Child abuse and neglect

. management, a community team should be established
for every geographic arra of 400;000 to 500,000
population, Al should consist of the following compo-
nents:

N

Identification/ Diagnostic Team 'Clnlponent
The identification/diagnostic team component has
primary responlibitity for diagnosing actual cases of
child abuse and neglect among those which are
reported or dtherivise come to their attention, pro-.
viding acute care or crisis intervention.for the child
in immediate. danger, and developing long-term
treatment recommendations. This team should be
multidisciplinary and should probably include a
public health nurse, pediatrician, psychologist or
psychiatrist,,lawyer, law enforc s4k,,_ Case

aides, and a number of child' project ye. se ices
workers. The 'protective services wor the
diagnostic team undergo unusual physical and-emo-

.

tional fatigue, and they should have a two or three
week break frois activity every several months.
However, to further relieve this stress, the diagnostic
team, and not the protective services workers alone,

- should make and be accountable for all decisions.
To function effectively, this team must establish pro-
tocol, define roles of each team Member; establish
policies Ind procedures, and establish a network of
coordination with acute care service agencies.

Long TerM Treatment 'CoMponent
The long term treatment component has respon-
sibility to review treatment needs and progress of
specific cases periodically, to establish treatment
goals, to coordinate existing treatment services, and
to develop new treatment programs. This compo-
nent should include supervisors and workers from
supportive and advocacy services as well as from
adult, children, and family treatment programs. The
community team must assure provision and use of
this component.

Education, Training, and Public Relations Cbmpo-
men( .

The education, training, and public relatlons.com-
ponent has responsibility for community and profes-

' sional awareness and education,Professional educa-
tion inclUdesinxIsementation and/or evaluation of
ongoing training programs for professionals and
pari profession als.

The interrelationship among these various components
is diagrammed below:

Aldeictification and
Di osis

g-lerin Treatment

CEdu ton, Training,
Public etations

. Ihk

or

1Case Coordination

2Professional Training
and Recruitment

3Public and Professional'
'Education, Professional
Training

4Progtam Coordination

National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, 1975, Vol: 3, p. 4

41.
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COMPLIANCE
1), The behavior of children who reaVyyietd to de-

mands in an attempt to please abusi or neglectful
parents or caretakers. 7,

10, 4

2) A state child abuse and neglect law- which dbnforms
to requireinents outlined in th:s Child'Abuse Pre;
vention and Treatment Act ailikfti'illor HEW
regulations, and which therefore -par triits,:nalding.
under this act for child abuse and negUsct aciIvitr
in the state. (See also CHILD ABUSE PRENthr
TION AND TREATMENT ACT)

M4

41111.COMPLAINT
.1) An oral' statement, usually made to the *lice,

charging criminal, abusive, or neglectful 'conduct'.

2) A district attorney's document -which startst cri-
minal prosecution.

'3) A petitioner's document which starts ,a civil" pro-
ceeding. In juvenile or family court, thtkaiiinplaint
is usually. called a petition.

4) In dome states, term used for a report of suspected
abuse or neglect:

.

COMPOUND FRACTURE (See FRACTURE)

COMPREHENJVE EMERGENCY SERVICES'
(CES)

IP,A community system of coordinated services available "
on a 24-hour basis to meet emergency needs of thjlciren
and/or families in crisis. Components of a CES sitten
can include 24.hour protective services, hotile-a ker
services, crisis nurseries, family shelters, emergency
foster care, outreach, and follow-up servtcer

pt CONCILIATION COURT (See COURTS)

CONCUSSION -
An 'injury of a soft structure resulting from violent
shaking or jarring; usually refers to a brain concussion.

CONFMENTIALITY .

.. ,

Professional practice of not sharing with others i fqr-
mation entrusted by 'a client or patient, Somet es
comAunication4 from parent- to physician 6r social
worker_ re 'made with this expectation but are later
used in court, and many physicians and social workers

. are torn between legal vs. professional Qbligatidns.
COnfidenti t y ich is protected by statute if known
as privileged co unications. Confidentiality need
not obstruct informs n_sharing with a multidiscipitic-

. ary team piovided that the client is advisedof the shar-
ing and the tram has articulated itsrwts licy, and

'guidelines on confidentiality. {See also PR, ILVED
COMMUNICATIONS) . -

,..

CONGENITAL
Refers to any p ysical condition present at birth, ,

,regardless of its use'.

CONJITNCTIV
Transparent lii ng covering thF white of the eye and
eyelids. -Blqeding beneath the conjunctiva can occur
spontaneously or.from accidental or non:accidental in-
jury:

CONTRAINDICATION
Reason for not giving a particular drug or pr ribing a

particular treatment, as it may do more ha than
g

.

CONTUSION
A wound producing injury to soft tissue without a break
in skin, causing bleeding into surrounding tissues.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT
Physical punishment inflected directly upon the4esoiy.
Some abusive parents mistakenly believe that corporal
punishment is the only way to discipline children, and
some child development specialists believe that almost
all parents must 8ceisionally resort to corpOral punish-
ment to discipline or train children. Other profes-
sionals believe that corporal punishment is never' ad-
yisable,. In a Supreme Court ruling Ingraham vs.
Wright, April 19, 1977), corporal 'punishment in the
schools was upheld. Tite Supreme Court ruled that the
crue! and unusual punishment cl se of the Eighth
AMendment does not apply to core al punishment in
the schools. (See also DISCIPLINE).

CORTEX
0 'er layer of an organ or other body structure.

PI

arr

URTS
ces voli judicial proceedings okur. There it an

of c ur s involved with child abuse and neglect
cause different states divide respon-

tain proceedinpsamong different courts,
tradition has established a variety of

names fo'r courts which perform similar functions.
Child abuse reports can result in proceedings in any of

.,itta following courts:

cases, part
sibility for

4 and also be

Criminal Court
Usually divided into superior court, which candles
felony cases, and municipal court, which handles
Misdemeanors and the beginning stages of most
fe)ony comes.

Domestic Relations Court .

A civil court in which divorces and divorce custody
hearings are held.

r
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Family Court . . .

A civil court which4,some states, coMbines the
functions of domestri- relations, juvenile; and pro-
bate courts. EstablOhment of family courts is-often%
urged to reform the pr tlywasteful and poorly-
coordinated civil court 's stem. Under some- pro -'
posals, family ,cou d also deal with criminal
cues involving fartilly relations, thus improving
coordination in child' abuse litigation.

Court of Conciliation
A branch of domestic relations courts in some states,
usually staffed by. counselors and social workers
rather than by lawyers orjudges, and designed to ex-

-plore and promote reconciliation in divorce cases.'

Juvenile CoUrt
Juvenile court., which has jurisdiction ovetminors,
usually handle's cases of suspected delinquency as
well as cases of suspected Ouse or neglect. In many
states, termination's of parental rights octur in

juVenile court prOceedings, but that is generally the
limit of juvenile.aures 'power over adults.

Probate Court
' Probate court may handle cases of tuardianship and

*ion in 'addition to estates of dectaied persons

CRANIUM
The skull:

CRIMINAL PROSECUTION
Thtprocess involving'the filing of charges of a.crinie,
followed by arraignment and trial Of the defendanty
Criminal prosecution may result in fines, imprison-
ment, and/or probation Criminal defeinlants are en-
titled to acquittal unless charges, against them are
proven beyond a reasonable,doubt: Technical rules of
evidence exclude many kinds of proof in,crirninal
trials, exen though that proof might be admissible in
civil procesidings. Criminal defendants are entitled to
jury trial; in many civil proceedings con rim
children, there is no right to a jury trial.

CRISIS INTERVENTION
Action to relieve a specific stressfalsit ion or series
of problems which'Irt immediattly,thre ening to a
child's health and/or welfare. This involves I leviation
of parental stress through provision of emerg ncy serv-
ices in the home and/or removalof the child from the
home. (See also EMERGENCY SERVICES and
COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY SERVICES)

'several days' duration to parents temporarily unable or
unwilling to care for their children. The primary-pur-
pose ate child protection, stabilization oflhe home,
and prevention of child abuse and neglect.

CUSTODY
The right to care and contrbl of a child and the duty to
provide food, clothing, shelter, ordinary medical care,
education, and discipline for a child. Permanent legal
custody may be taken fromfakparent or given up by a
parent by a court action (see TERMINATION OF
PARENTAL RIGHTS). Temporary, custody of a child
may, be granted for a limited time only, usually pending
,further action or review by the court. Temporary
.custody /fiat' granted for a period of mbnths or, in
the case of -p otective or emergen' custody, for a
period ofhours or several days.

_Emergency Clistody
Thability of a law enforcement officer, pursuant to
the criminal code,'th take temporary custody of a
child who is immediate danger and place him/her
in the control of child protective services. A custody
hearing must usually be held within 48 hours of such
ction. Also known as police custody.

Protective Custody
Emergency measure taken to detain a-child,often in
a hospital, until a Written detention request cur be
filed. In some states, telephone communication with
a judge is required to authorize protective custody.
In other states, police, social workers, or doctors
have statutory authority° detain minors who are in
imminent danger. (See also DETENTION)

CUSTODY HEARING
Hearing, usually held in chitclicen's court, to determine
'who has the rights of legal curaody of a mino. It may
involve oneparent against the othe.ur the parents vs. a
social service agency.

YCLE OF CHILD ABUSE OR NEGLECT (See.
WORLD OF ABNORMAL REARING)

DAUGHTERS UNITED.

NURSERY
Facility offering short -term relief of several hours to

, 12

4

Organization name sometimes used for self-help groups
of daughters who have been -sexually abused.
Daughters United is one component of a model,Child
Sexual Abuse Treatment Program in Santa Clara
County, California. (See also PARENTS UNITED)

DV' CARE
A structared,supervised place for children to go more
or less regularly while parents work or attend school.
Experts believe that family stress can be relieved by

1
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more estensiveprovision of day care services,and day
care providers are increasingly concerned with- iden-
ification and prevention of child abuse and neglect.

AY TREATMENT
Program. providing treatment as well as structured
supervision,for children with identified behavioral
probkms, including abused and neglected
children, while they remain in their own, foster, or
roup homes. Day treatment services usually in-.
Jude counseling with'families or caretakers with
hom the children reside.

2) Treatment and structured activities for parents or
entire fa,milies in a treatment setting from which
they return to their own homes evenings and
weekends.

.

DELINQUENCY .
Behavior of a minor which would, in the cackle'
adult, constitute criminal. conduct.' In some at
delinquency also includes "waywardness" or disobe-
dient behavior on the part of the child. In contrast to
depeadency cases, where the parcht(s) rather than the
minor is assumed responsible, delinquenCy cases
assume that the minor has some responsibility for
his/her behavior.

DENVER 4ODEL
A multidisciplinary hospital-community cOalition
which originated in Denver, Colorado, and which'has
become a model replicated by many other programs.
The following diagram outlines the components:

MP.

0.1

TIME

24 hours

72 hours

2 weeks

6-9 months

. PLACE

Community
Hospital st
Hospital
Community

Both
Community

Both

Community
Both
Both

itdaptecl from Kempe

I

FUNCTION

Child is dentified as suspected abuse or neglect.
Child i admitted to hospital.
Telepho repprt is made to protective services.
Hon* is aluated by protective services.

Dispositional conference is held.
Court is involved if needed

Implement dispositional plan.

Maintain case.
Long-term Treatment program is followed
Child is returned home whenkhome has been made safe.

Heifer, pp. 180:181

DEPr
A ch lNDENCYd's need for care and supervision from a parent
or caretaker. Often a legal. term referring to cases of

_children rhose.natural parent(s) cannot or will not
'properly care for them or supervise them so that the
state Must assume this responsibility. Many' stares

, distinguish findings of dependency, for which the
juvenile is assumed to have little or no responsibility,
from findings of .delinquency, in, which the juvenile is
deemed to he at least partially responsible for his/her
behavior.

DETENTION ,'The temporary confinement of a perlon.by a public
authori(y. In a case of child abuse or, neglect, a child
may be detained pending a trialwheg a 'detention hear-
ing indicates thiktit is unsafe for the child to remain

* his/her own home. This is often, called protective

custody,,qr emergency custody. The child may be de--
tainedn a foster home, group home, hospital. or other
facility.-

DETENTION HEARING
tA court hearing held to determine whether a child

IshOuld be kept away from his/her parents dull afull
trial of neglect, abuse, or delinquency allegations can
take Place. Detention hearings must usually be held
within 24 hours oIthe filing of a detention request. (See
also CUSTODY)

DETENTION REQUEST
A document filed by a probation officer, social worker,
or prosecutor with the clerk of a juvenile or family
eaten; asking that a detention hearing beheld, and that
a child be detained until the detention hearing has
taken place.- Detention requests must usually be filed

13
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within 48 hodrs of the time protective custody of the
child begin*. (See also CUSTODY)

DIAGNOSTIC TEAM
.TEAM)

DIAPHYSIS
The shaft of a long bone.

(See COMMUNIIY

DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS
The determination of which of two or more diseases or
conditions a patient may be 'suffering from' b-Y(
systematically comparing and contrasting the clinical
findings.

DIRECT EVIDENCE (See EVIDENCE)

DIRECT SERVICE PROVIDERS
Those groups and individuals who directly interact
with clients and patients. in the delivery of health,
eduution, and welfare services, or those agencies
which employs them. It includes: among'others, police.
men, social workers, physilians psychiatrists, and
clinical psychologists who see client's or patients.

DISCIPLI$IE

1) A branch of knowledge or learning or a particular
,profession, such as law, medicine, or social work.

2) Training that develops self-control, self-sufficien-
cy, orderly conduct. Discipline' is often Confused
with punishment, particularly babusive parents
who resort to corporal punishment. lthough in-
terpretations of both "discipline" and

often
"punish-

stitution. Disposition in ivil 'case parallel
"punish-

1

f) Discipline can lead to extrapolation and
generalized learning patteans; punishment may
relate only to a specific event.

g) Disciplihe can strengthen ,interperional bonds
and recognizes individual means and worth;
punishment usually causes deterioration of rIela-
tionships and 'is usually -a dehumanizing ex-
perience. s

h) Both discipline and punishment behavior pat4
I -terns may be transmitted to the next generation.

According to legal definitions applying to most schools
and school districts, to accomplish the purposes of
education, a schoolteacher stands in the place of a

*parent, and may exercise powers of control, restraint,
discipline, and correction as necessary, provided that
the discipline is reasonable. The Supreme Court has .
ruled that under certain circumstances, the schools may
also employ corporal punishment. (See also COR-
PORAL PUNISHMENT),

DISLOCATION
The displacement of a bone, usually disrupting a joint,
which may accompany-a fracture or may occur alone.

t
DISPOSITION
The order of a juvenile or family court issued at a
dispositional hearing which determines whether a
minor, already found to be a dependeqt.or delinquent
child, should continue in or return to the parental
home, and under what kind of superyision, or whether
,the minor should be placed out-of-home, and in what
kind of setting: a relative's home, foster home, or in-

mencingment" tend to be vague and oen overlapping,
a criminal case. 'IFthere is some consensus that discipline has 'positivs6 in

connotations aid punishment is considered
DISPOSITIONAL CONFERENCErnegatively. Some general comfarisons between the

terms are: A confelence, preferably multidisciplinary, in vihich
the child, parent, family, and home diagnostic assess-
ments are evaluated and decisions are made as to court
involvement, steps needed to protect the child, and
type of long -term treatment. This conference should be
held within theifirsk 72 hours after hospitaradmission
or reportink of case.

a) Disc ipline can occur before, during, and/orafter*
an event; punishment occurs only after an event.

b) Discipline is bawd on respect for a child and
his/her capabilities; punishment is . based on
behavior or events precipitating I'mhavioi.

c) Discipline implies that e is an authority '

figure; punishment 'implies po and, dome-

d)

e)

nance vs. submissiveness.
The purpqse of discipline is educationa l and ra-
tional; the ,purpose of punishment is to inflict DISTAL
pain, often in an attempt to vent .frustration or ,
angb.

&
.

$
A101SPOSITIoNAL

f
HEARING (See DISPOSI-

TION) . . .

Far; farther

Discipline focuser on deterring future behavior
proximal.

,itby encouraging development of internal con-
, trots; p6nishment is a method. of external con- DOMESTIC RELATIONS COURT e e

trot which may or may not alter future behavior:, COURTS) -

/
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from any point of reference. Opposite of
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DUE PROCESS

,

The rights of persons involved in legal procee.dings to
be treated with, fairness. These rights include thi right
to adequate notice in advance ctlf hearings., the-right to-
notice ofallegations of misconduct, herighf to ass's-
tatiq of a lawyer, the rightoto confrant and cross-ex-
amine whn s, and the righeio refute to give self-in-

. criminating t Stimony.

In child Ails or neglect"caseS;, courts. are granting
more and mos due process to s in recognition of
the fact that loss of parental rights, temp arily or per-
nianetttslyt is as serious as of liberty. Ho ever, jury

Ilkials and presumptions of innocence are still afforded
in very few juvenile or family court cases.

. . 4DUO6ENM
The first po tiodof the small intestine which connects it

' to the stom h. ... 4

r ,

4

availability, of a reporting mectianisin, on a 24-hour
basis and immediate intervention. This intervention
could includehospitalizahan of the child, assistance in

'the home including homemakers, or'revvat of the
child from the home to a shelter or fostatiome. (See
also COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY SERV-
ICES9')

EMOTIONAL ABUSE, (See CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

-

L

EMOTIONAL. NEGLECT (See CHILD 14BUSE,
AND NEGLECT)

y1/441101COPR ESIS

Involuntary passage akfeces.

ENURESIS
involuntary passage of urine.

EARLY/ AND PERIODIC SCRELNING, DIAG
.

NOSIS, AND TREATMENT (EPSDT) , .
Propram enacted in 1967 under Medicaid (Title 14 of
the Social Seturity Act),with early detection of poten-
tially crippling icy disabling conditions among poor
children as its goal. The establishment of EPSDT was a
result of stedies indicating that physical and Mental
defects were high among poor children and that ear)y

detection
of the problems and proMpt receipt of health

Z ca e could reduce the consequences and the need for
remedial services in later ,tife.V1though a recent study \
by the Children's Defense Fund has indicated that ex- I

isting health-systems are not adequate to facilitate the
goali of EPSDT, the program has uncovered many prp,
viously undetected or untreated health problems
among those children whom it has been abfe-tO reach

EARLY INTERVENTION --
Programs and services focusing on prevention by
relievitig family Stress before child abuse and neglect
occur;. for example, help-lines, Head Start, home
health visitors, EPSDT, crisis nurseries.

ECCHYMO'SIS (See INFRADERMAL HEMOR-
RHAGE)

. ,

EDEMA
S elling caused by an excessive amount Of'fluid in

y tissue. It Often follows a bump or bruise-but nly._
so be caused by allergy, malnutrition, or disease

EPIPHYSIS ,

Growth center near the end of a long bone.

EVIDENCE.
Any sort of proof submitted to the court for the purpose
of influencing the court's decision. Some special kinds
of evidence are.

EMERGENCY CtITOD (See CUSTODY)

EMERGENCY SERVICES
The focus of_these.services is protection of a child and

- prevention" of further maltreatment through/

I
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pCercurnsts a
Prbof circumstances whilh may imply another
fact or example, prebf that a parent kept a broken,
a pliance cord may connect the parent to infliction
of unique marks on a child's, body.

Direct.
Generall consisting of testimony of the type such as
a neighb r stating hat he/she saw the parent strike
th i d ith an appliance coif

Hearsay
Second-h d eve n$e, generally consisting Of
testimony of the type such as, :1 heard him-say....
Except in certain cases, such evidence is usually ex-
'cluded because it is considered unreliable and '
be,cause-th$ persbn aking the original statement
cannot be cross-ex inified..

Opirf ion

witnesses are ordinarily not permitted to
testify to their beliefs or opinions, being restricted,
instead to reporting what they actually saw or heard,
when a.witness can be qualified as an expert on a
"given subject,lhe/she can report, his/her conclusions,
for example, "Baied upon these marks, it APmy opi-
nion es a doctor that the child must have been struck .



with a flexible instrument very much. like this ap-
pliance cord." Lawyers are sometime% allowed to
ask qualified experts "hypothetical questions'," in
which the witness is asked to assume the truth of cer-
tain facts a to express an opinion based on those
"facts," (S e alsb EXPERT TESTIMONY)

"Physical
Any tangible piece orproof such as a document, X-
ray, photograph, or weapon used to inflict an initiry.
Physical evidence must usually be authenticated by a
witness who testifies to the connection of the evi-
dence (also called an exhibit) with other facts in the
case.

Evidentiary Standards
Vate laws differ in the quantum of evideece whichis
considered necessary to prove a case of chi
maltreatment. Three of the most crmmonly used
standards are.

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt (the standard re:
quired in all criminal court proceedings). Evi-
dence whichis entirely convincing or satisfying to
a moral certainty. This is the,strictest standard-Of
all.

Clear and ConvinetngEatdence. Less evidence
than is required to prdliie a case beylnd a reasona-
ble doubt, but still an.emount which would make
one confident of the truth of the allegations. -

Prepoldcrance of the Evtdencr (the standard in
most civil coup proceedings). Merely presenting
a greater, weight of credible evidence than that
presented by the *opposing party. This is`the
easiest stqnda,rd of,proof of

EXHIBIT
Physical evidence used, in cotirt. In a,cluld abuse case;
an exhibit may consist of X-rays, photographs of the
child's injuries, or the actual ,materials presumably
used to inflict the injuries. (fee also EVIDENCE)

PERT ifSTIMONV
Witnesses with various types of expertise may testify in
child abuse or-peglect cases, usually these expert wit-
nesses are physicians or *radiologists. Experts are
usually questiordin court about their education or ex-
perience which them to give professidnal opin-
ions about the matter in question.,,,pnly after theheart-
ing officer determines that the witness is, in fact, suffi-
ciently expert in the subject matter may that witness
proceed to state his/her opinions. (See also EV4-

-DENCE)

.

EXPERT WITNESS (See EXPERT T ESTI M1NY )
.

EXPLOITATION OF CHILDREN °

- I) Involying a child in /illegal or immoral activities
for the benefit of a part or caretaker. This could
iriclude child pornograAy, child prostitution, sex-
ual abuse, or forcing kchild to steal.

2) Forcing workloads'on*a child in or outside the
home sp as to interfere, with the he,altb, education,
and well-being of the child.

, ,-
EXPUNGEMENT -, i .

N

Destruction of recede. kxpungement may be ordered
by the court aftera 'specified-number of years or when
the Juvenile, parent, or defendant applies for expunge-

. ment and shows that his/her coT:luct has improved. Ex-
pungement alsii applies to the removal of an unverified
report ofrabils'e or neglect that has been made to i
central registry. (See 40 CENTRAL REGISTRY)
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EXTRAVASATED BLOOD
Discharge or escape of blood into tissue.

FAILURE TO TH RIVESVNDRAME (FIT)
A serious medical condition most often seen in children
under one year of age. An FTT child's height, weight,
and motor development fall significantly short of the
average growth rates of normal children. In about 10%
of FTT cases, there is an organic cause such as seriou's
heart,-kidney, or intestinal disease, a genetic error of
metabolism, or brain damage. All other cases ate a
result of a disturbed parent -child relationship
manifested in severe physical and emotional nelPlect of
the child. In diagnosing FTT as child neglect,certain
criteria should be considered: ,

`;

) The child's weight is belOw the third percentile, but
substantial weight gain occurs when the child is
properly nurtured., such as when hospitalized,

21 The child exhibits developmental retardation
which decr ses when there is adequate feeding
'and approp ate stimulation.

3) Medical investigation provides no evidence that
.....disease or medical abnormality is causing the

symptoms.
4) The child exhibits clinical sig4s of deprivation

which decrease in a more nurturing environment.
5) There ,appears to be a significant environmental .4

psychosocial disruption in the child's family.

FAMILIEVANONYMoUS
1) blame used by the National. Cher for the Preven-

tion and Treatment of Child Abpse and Neglect at
Denver for self-help groups for abusive parents.
These groups operate irrmuch die seine way as the

0
4,

b



;

'more widelyrkdOwn Parents Anonymous. (See also
4, PARENTS ANONYMOUS)
\-2) Self-help groups fok families of drug abusers.

FAMILIES4T-RISK
May refer to families evidencing high potential for
child abuse or neglect because of a conspicuous, severe
parent fl problem, such as criminal behavior, substance
abuse, Mental retardation, or psychosis. More often
refers tolamilles evidencing high potential for abuse or
neglect because of risk factors which may be less con-
spicuous but inultiple..These include: 1) environmental
stress' such mproyment or work dissatisfaction;

ation; anomie; lac of child cafe resources;
!and/pr 2), family stress such as marital discord;
chronically-and/or emotionally immature parent with a
history of abuse or neglect as a child; unwanted preg-
nanci; colicky, hyperactive, or handicapped baby or
child; siblings a year or leis apart; sudden changes in
family due to illness, separation, or death; parentla ig-
norance of child care and child development. In-
creasingly, the maternat%-infant, bonding process at
childbirth is evaluated and used as one means to iden-
tify families-at-risk. Families thus identified should be
offered immediate and peri6dic assistance.

`k.

FAMILY .
Two c),. more persons related by blood, marriage :or
mutual agreement who interact and provide one
another with mutual physical, emotional, social, and/or
economic care. Families can be described as ' "ex-
tended," with more Than one generation in a household;
or "nuclear," with only parent(s) and child(ren).
Fanitlies can also Se described as "mixed" or "multi-
racial"; "multi-parent," as in'a commune orcollective;
or "single- parent.", These types are not mutually ex-
clusive..

FAMILY COURT- (See COURTS)

FAMILY DYNAMICS
Interrelationships between and among individual
family members. The evaluation of family dynamics is

, an important factor in the identification, diagnosist and
treatment of child abuse and neglect.

FAMILY DYSFUNCTION
IneffeCtive functioning of the faint* as a unit or of ink
cilvidual family members in their family role because of
physical, mental, or situational problems of one or
more family members. A family which does not have or
use internal or externalresources to, cope with its
problems or fulfill its responsibilities to children may
be described as dysfunctional. Chitd abuse and neglect
is evidence of family dysfunction.
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FAMILY IMPACT STATEMENT
Repot which assesses the effect of existing and .pro-
posed legislition, policies, regulations, and practices
on family. life. .The purpose is to promote Legislation
and policies which work for, not against, healthy family
lift. A4, the federal level, this activity is being
developed by the Family Impact Seminar, George
Washington Unii+ersity Institute for Educational
Leadership (1001 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 732,
Washington, D.C. 20036).

FAMILY LIFE EDUCATION
Programs focusing on educating, enlightening, and sup-
porting indiduals and families regarding aspects of
family life;.for example, child development classes,
communication skills workshops, 's'ex education
courses, or money management courses. Family life
educitiomight well be part of every child abuse and
neglect pievention program, and may bt part of the-
treatment program for abusive or neglectful 'parents
who lack this information.

FAMILY PLANNING .

Information and counseling provided to assist in con-
trolling family 'size and spacing of children, including
referrals fo various agencies such 'as Planned Parent-,
Mod.

As a condition of receiving federal funding for AFDC
(see SOCIAL SECURITY ACT), states are required to
offer farrrily planning services to applicants designated
as "appropriate." Family planning should be part of a
child abuse and neglect prevention program.

FAMILY POLICY
Generally refers to public social and economic policies
that centrally affect fathilies. There is considerable
confusion about the terni, with some persons believing
that family policy should mean more direct policies
affecting _families, such as family planning policies.
There is much more agreement that we should look at
the impact of numerous policies on families, and that
these should include a wide range of governmental
policies. (See also FAMILY IMPACT STATENVENT)

FAMILY SHELTER
A 24 -tour residential care facility fok entire families.
The setting offers around-the-clock Tare, and Sften,
provide(diagnosis and comprehensive treatment on a
short-terin basis. Id child abuseioand neglect, a family
shelter ii'used primarily for crisis intkvention.

FAMILY SYSTEM
The concept that families operate as an interacting
whole and ate an open system, so that many factors in
the environment affect the functioning of family mem-

f) el
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bers and the interaction among members. It Walso con-
ceptualized that the behavior of the family as an in-
teracting unit has an effect on a number of factors in the

uter environment.

TiAMILY VIOLENCE
busive or aggressive behavior' between parents,

nown as wife bOttering or spouse abuse; between`
children, known as *sibling abuse; 'and/or between
patents and children within a family, usually child
abuse. This behavior is related to factors within the
structure of a family system and /as society; for exam-
ple, poverty, models of violent behavior displayed via
mass media, stress due to excessive numbers of
children, values of dominance and submissiveness, and
attitudes toward discipline and punishment. Itmay also
occur as a result of alcoholism or other substance
abuse.

.
The terms family violence and domesti violence are
sometimes used interchangeably but som rsons ex-

,dud; child 'abuse from the definition of domestic
violence-and limit it to violence ketweal acharnatesiir
spouses.

FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Cuidelines and regulation;developed by departments
or agencies of the federal government to govern
programs administered or funded those agency s.
Regulations specify poli s and pro a"ceAres outlinin
a more general way i public laws or acts. Proposed
federal regulation r changes in existing regulations,
are usually pu 'shed in the Federal Register ftir public
review and comment. They are subsequently published
in the final form adopted by the governing 'agency.

FEDERAL STANDARDS (See STANDARDS)

'FELONY
A serious crime for which the punishment may be im-
prisonment for longer than a year and/or a fine &eater
than $1,000. Distinguished from misdemeanor "i&t in-
fraction, both of lesser degree.

FIFTH AMENDMENT
The Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guaran-
tees a defendant that he/she cannot be compelled to
present self-incriminatimptestimony..,

FONTANEL
The soft.spots on a baby's skull where the bones of the
skull have not yet grown together.

ft

FORENSIC MEDICINE
That branch of the medical profession concerned with.

establishing evidence for legal proceedings.

FOSTER CARE
A form of substitute care for children who need jo be
removed from their own homes. Llsually.this is a tem-

-porary placement in which a child lives with dlicensed
foster family or caretaker until he/she can return to
his/her own hOnfe of until reaching the age of majority.
Foster care all too often becomes a permanent method
of treatment for abused or neglected children. Effective
foster care ideally includes service to the child, service
to the natural parents, sery ice to the foster parents, and
periodic *view of the placement.

s
FOSTER GRANDPARENTS
Retired persons- or senior citizens who provide nur-
turance and support for children io whom they are not
related including abusidand neglected children, by
babysitt or taking them for recreational outings.
This enables parents to have some respite and allows
retired or older persons an opportunity to become in--
volved in community activities. Sometimes foster
grandparents are volunteers and sometimes they are
paid by an agency pkogram.

FOUNDED REPORT
Ahy report of suspected child abuse or neglect made to
the mandated agency which is confirmed or verified.
Founded reports outnumber unfounded reports.

FRACTURE
A broken bone, which is one of the most common inj-
uries found among battered children. The fracture may
occur in several ways:

Ilikhip Fracture
A ilia!l piece of bone is flawed from the major part
of the bone.

Comminuted Fracture,
Bone is crushed or broken into a number of piects.

Compound Fracture
Fragment(s) of broken bone protrudes through the
skin, causing a wound.

.4

Simple Fracture
Bone breaks without wounding the surrounding
tissue.
I

Spiral Fracture
Twisting causes the line of the fracture to encircle
the bone like a spiral staircase.

Torus Fracture
A folding,,,bulging, or buckling fracture.



See diagcam on next page for names and locations of
the major bones of the human .skeleton.

FRONTAL .

'Referring to the front of the head; the forehead.1;
-

FUNDASCOPIC EXAM
Opthalmic examination to determine if irregularities-Or
internal injuries to the eye exist.

GATEKEEPERS
Professionals and the agencies which employ.them who
are in frequent or periodic contact with famillis or
children and whO are therefore in an advantageous'
position to spot individual and family problems, in-
cluding child abuse and neglect, and make appropriate
referrils for early intervention or treatmedt.

GLUTEAL
Related to the buttocks, which are made up of the large
gluteus maximus muscles.

GONORRHEA (See VENEREAL bESEASE)

GRAND' ROUNPS
Hospital staff meetings for presentation and discussion
of a particular case or medical pioblem.

GUARDIAN
Adult charged lawfully with the responsibility for a
child. A guirdian has almost all the rights and powers
of a natural parent, but tile relationship is subject to
termination or change. guardian may or may not also
have custody and therefore/ttual care and. supervision
of the child.

GUARDIAN AD LITEM (GAL)
Adult appointed by the coda to represent the child in a
judicial proceeding. The guardian ad litem may be, but
is not necessarily,- attorney." Under the Child Abuse
Prevention and Treatment Act, a state cannet qualify
for federal assistance unless it provides by staihte "that
in every case involving aq abused or neglected child
which results in a judicial proceeding, a guardian ad
litem shall be appointed to represent the child in such
-proceedings." Some states have begun to allow a GAL
for children in divorce cases.

HEAD START
A nationwide comprehensive program for disadvan-
taged preschool children, funded by the HEW Ad-
ministration for Children, Youth anti Families to meet
the educational, ntajlional, and health needs of the
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\'
children and to encourage parent participation in their
children's development.

Through federil) policy instructions (see Federal
Register, January 26,.197.7), all Head Start staff,are
mandated to report suspected cases of child abuse and
neglect. These policy instructions supersede individual
child abuse and neglect reporting laws in states which
do not include Head Start staff as mandated reporters.

HEARING
Judicial proceeding wheithe issues of fact or law are tried
and in which both parties have a right to be heard'. A A.
hearing is synonymous with a trial.

HEARING OFFICER
A judge or other idual who presides at a judicial
proceeding. The role o e is performed in some
juvenile court hearings by referees or commissioners,
whose orderi are issued in the name of the supn_giiing
judge. Acts of a refer r or commi ger m4154110-
done e*'er the super/ising judge, onductedi
rehearing in the case.

HELPLINE
Usually a telephone counseling, iiitiormation, and refer-
ral service characterized by caller anonymity, late hour
availability, and the use of trained volunteers as staff.
The goal is usually early intervention in any kind of
family stress, as well as crisis intervention in child
abuse and. neglect. ,Helplines relieve social, isolation
and offer rays of ventilating stress which are not

destructive. Unlike hotlines, helplines generally cannot
report cases of child abuse and neglect since they do not
know the caller's name. Instead, the helpline attempts
to have the caller himself/herself seek professional
assistance and/or maintain a regular calling relation:
ship for support and as an alternative to violent
behavior. Helplines appear to be very cost effqkze in
the preventive of child abuse and neglect. Major disc -

vantages are lack of visual cues to problems 'and
limited opportunity for follow-up services. (See also
HOTLINE)

HEMATEMESIS
Vomiting of blood from the stomach, often resulting
from internal injuries.

HEMATOMA
A swelling caused by a collection of blood in an
enclosed space, such as under the skin or the skull.

HEMATUREA
Blood in the urine.

v.
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HEMOPHILIA
Hereditary blood clotting disorder charaCterized by
spontaneous or traumatic internal and external
ing and bruitng..

HEMOPTYSJS
Spitting or coughing blood from the windpipe or lungs.

V

HYPOACTIVE
Less active than is considered normal.

bleed- "" -

,HYPOTHERMIA
Condition of low body temperature.

HEMORRHAGE
The escape of blood from the vessels; bleeding.

HOME HEALTH VISITOR (See.CHILD
HEALTH VISITOR)

HOME START
A nationwide home-based program funded by the
HEW Administration for Children, Youth and
Families to strengthen parents as educators.of their
own children.

HOMEMAKER SERVICES
Provision of assistance, support, and relief for parents
who may be 'unable or unwilling to fulfill parenting
functions because of illness or being overwhelmed with
parenting responsibilities. A homemaker is placed,in a
home on an hourly or weekly basis and assists with
housekeepingand child care while demonstrating
parenting skills and providing some degree of nur-
turapce for parents and children.

HOSPITAL HOLD
Hospitalization for further obseryation and proteCtion
of a child swected of being abused or negfected This
usually occurs when a suspected case is discovered in
an emergencyroom. In most cases, holding the child is
against the wishes of the parent or caretaker. (See also
CUSTODY)

HOTLINE
Twenty-four hour statewide or local answering service
for reporting child abuse or neglect and initiating in-
vestigation by A local agency.' This is often confused
with alielpfine. (Seealso HELPLINE)

HYPERACTIVE
More active than is considered normal.

HYPERTHERMIA
Condition of high body temperature,

HYPHEMA
Hemorrhage within the anterior chamber of the en,
often appearing as a bloodshot eye. The cause could be
a blow to the head or violent shaking.

HYPOVITAMINOSIS
Condition due to the deficiepcy of one or more essen:
tial vitaminp_(See also AV ITAM INOSIS)

IDENTIFICATION OrtHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT
Diagnosis or verification of child abuse and neglect
cases by mandated agency workers or a diagnostIteam
following investigatidn of suspected child abuse and
neglecr(see INDICATORS OF CH IL ABUSE AND
NEGLECT). Identification of child a and neglect
therefOre depends not only on professional diagnostic

'skill but also on the extent to which the public and
professionals report suspected cases. Public awareneis
campaigns are important to effect identification, but at .,
the same.time it is important to have sufficient staff in
the mandated agency to handle all the reports a public
awareness campaign may generate (see COMMUNITY
AWARENESS and COMMUNITY EDUCATION).
More reporting and therefore identification'will also
occur as states strengthen their reporting laws.soras to
extend the number of persons who must report\ and
penalize them moreheavily if they don't. It is generally °
agreed that to4late the identification of child abuseand
neglect represents only-a small proportion of the actual
incidence of the peoblem. It is also generally agreed
that a greater 'degree of identification occurs in

`minority and low income groups because these persons
are more visible to agenties End poTessionals required
to report. The incidence is prbbably as high in upper
socio-economic groups, but identification is nitre
difficult, particularly' because private physicians
generally dislike to report.

ILEUM
Final portion of the small intestine winch connects with
the colon.

IMMUNITY, LEGAL
r -Legal protection from civil or criminal liability..

1) Child. abuse and neglect reporting statutes often
immunity upon persons mandated to report,

iving them an absolute, defense to libel, slander,
invasion of privacy, false arrest, and other lawsuiti
Which the person accused of the act might file.
Some grants of immunity are limited only to those
persons who ',report in good faith and without
maliciods intent.

2) immunity fromiminal liability is sometimes con-
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levied upon a _witness in order to obtain vital
teviimony., Thereafter, the, witness cannot be
plosecuted with he use of information heAhe
disclosed in his/her testimony. IP an immunized
witness refuses to testify, he/she can be imprisoned'
fo tempt of court. - ..,

IMPE
A c

highly contagious, rapidly spceading skin disorder
which occur§ principally in infants and young children.
The disease, characterized by red blisters, may be an
'indicator of neglect and poor living conditions.

IMPULSE-RIDDEN MOTHER
Term often used to -describe one yid of neglectful
parent who demonstrates- restlessness, aggressiveness,
inability to tolerate stress, manipulativeness, and crav-
in4or excitement or change. This parent may have a
lesser degree of early deprivation than the apathetic-
futile parent, but lacks self-control over strong im-
pulses and/or has not learned pipit- setting.

IN CAMERA
Any closed hearing before a judge in his chambers is
said to be in camera.

IN LOCO PARENTIS
In the place ofa parent." Refers to actions of a guar-

dian or other non-parental custodian.

INCEST
Sexual inteicourse between persons who are closely re-
lated. Some state laws recognise incest only as sexual

'. intercourse among con' guineous, or blood, relations;
other states recogniz est as sexual relations between
a variety of family mernbErs related by bidod and/or
law. In the U.S., the prohibition' against incest is
specified by many states' laws as well as by cultural tra-
dition, with state laws usually defining incest as mar-

.
riage or sexual relationships between relatives who are
closer than second, or sometimes even more distant,
cousins. While inces st and,sexual abuse are sometimes
thought to be synonymous, it should be realized that in-
cest is only one aspect of sexual abuse. Incest can occur
within families between members of the same sex, but
the most colthjnon form of incest is between father and
daughters. It is generally agreed that incest is much
more common than the numbe'of reported cases indi-
cates. Also, bec4use society has not until the present
done much about this problem, profeisionals have
generally not had adequate training to deal with it, and
the way the problem is .handled may prove more
traumatic for a child victim of incest thou the incest ex-
perienv itself. It should bNotedthat sexual relations
between relatives may-be defined as mcest, but that in-

;7.:,1

cest is not considered child sexual abuse unless a minor
is involved. (See also CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT, SEXUAL ABUSE, SEXUAL MASUSE)

INCIDENCE
The extent to which a problem occurs in a given
popy ation. No accurate or complete data is available
on th actifal incidence of child abuse and neglect in the

au seU.S. &ue major studies have not been'able to obtain.
data from some states or have found the data not to be
comparable. For continuing efforts to. solve this
protitain, see NATIONAL STUDY ON CHILD
ABLI1E, AND NEGLECT REPORTING. Informed
estimates of incidence range from 600,000 to one
million cases of child abuse and neglect per year in this
Country. It is generally agreed that child neglect is tour
to five or more times more common than child abuse.
Incidence of actual child abuse and negleCt should not
be Confused with the number of*teported cases in a
central registry, since the latter include reports of
suspected but unconfirmed cases. On the oth and, it.

"is generally agreed thpt because of insuffic. nt report-
'ins, the number pf actual cases coming to the attention
of local agencies is but a small proportion of the actual
number Os.. cases in the population. (See also
CENTRAL4EGISTRY and IDENTIFICATION OF
CH ILD'ABOSE AND NEGLECT)
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INDICATED CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
1) In some state statutes, "indicated" child abuse and

neglect means a confirmed or verified case.
2) Medically, "indicated" means a probable case.

INDICATORS OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT
Signs or symptoms which, when found in various com-
binations, point to possible abuse or neglect. See chart
on next page fOr common indicators of child abuse and
neglect.

INDICTMENT
The report of a grand jolty charging an adult with cri-
minal conduct. Theprocess of indictipent by secret
grand jury proceedings by-passes the filing of a cri-
minal complaint and theholding of a preliminary hear-
ing in municipal court, so that prosecution begins im-
mediately in superior court.

INFANTICIDE
The killing of an infant or many infants. Until modern
times, infanticide was an accepted method 'of popula-
tion control. It often took thiform of abandonment. A
few primitive cultures still. practice infanticide.

c.
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Indicators of Child Abuse and Neglect

CATEGORY
.1, CHILD'S APPEARANCE

__,....

. 'CHILD'S BEHAVIOR , ,,, CARETAVEITS1IEHAVIOR

Phrtical Abupe

-

41i
,

I

Bruises and welts (op the face, lips, Or mouth; ihuioua stages of
healing; on lage areas of the torso, back, buttocks, or thighs; in-ztransgression,,unusual patternsecluated, or reflective of the instrument used .
to inflicithem;pn several different surfiratas).

Burns (cir or cigarette burns; glove or sock-like burnsor dough-
nut shaped burns on the biItoQcs or genitalia indicatiie of limner;
sion in hot liquid; ropeturns on the arms, legs, neck or torso;orso;
patterned burns that show the shape of the item (iron, grill, '
etc.) used to inflict them). .

Fractures (skull, jaw, or nasal fractures; spiral fractures of the
long-(arm and leg) bones; fractures in various states of healing;
11414iPle fractures; any ftactureirt a ciikl under the age of two).

1,alrerationa and abrasions (to *mouth, lip, gum', or eye; to
the external genitals)!

' Human bite marks.

Wiry of physical contact with adults.
Apprehensive when other children

ionstrites extremes in behavior
(e.g., extreme aggressiveness or
withdrawal).

Seems frightened of parents.
Reports injury byparents.

.

.
-.

. .

.

.

Itas history of abuse as a child.
Uses harsh discipline inappropriate to

child's aite, and condition.
Offers illogical, unconvincing, contradictory,

or no explanation of c.:hild' injury.
Seems4hcorfcerned about d. 01'
Significantly misperceivesc d (e.g., sees

him as bad, evil, a monster, etc.). .
Psychotic or psychopathic.

Misuses alcoluiPor other drugs.
Attempts to conceal child's injury or to
protect ideniky of peirresponsibk.

, .,.

. , . .
Neglect ...p

,

-

+--

.
Consistently dirty, unwashed, hungry, or Inappropriately dressed.

..-Without supervision for extended periods of time or when engaged
in dangerous activities.

Constantly tired or listless. ' .
Has unattehded physical problems or lacks routine medical care.
Is !exploited, ovenvorked,:p; keptd,romattending school.
Has beifri abandoned. -- 1 ' I

Is engaging Usielinquent acts (e.g.,
vandalism, ililitking,prostitution,
drug use, etc.)

: Is begging or stealing food. ,

Rarely attends school.
.

. '

Mituses alcohol or other drugs.
i

Maintains chaotic home life.
.Shows evidence of apathy or f
Is mentally ill or of diminishe n .

HAS long-term chronic illnesses.
Has history of neglect as a dill .

Sexual blue

.

.

..

-kiss totn, statned,.OL bloody underclothing.
Experience pain or itching in the genit area
Has bruiSes or bleeding in external gen , vagirta, or anal ' .0

regions. k....._.

Has venereal disease, ,
Haeswollen or reg cervix, vulya, or perineum.
Has semen around mouth or genitalia or on clothing.
Is pregnant. . ,- ,

- t

Appears withdrawn or engages in
fantasy or infantile behavior.

Has pooj peer relationships:
Is unwilling to participate in l'illsical

activities.
Is engaging in delinquent acts or runi4Misuses

away.
States he/she hash sexually

assaulted by parent caretaker.

extremely protective or jealous of child.
Encourages child to engage in prostitution

or sexual acts in the preseice orcaretaker.
HA been sexually abused as a 'child: ,

Is experiencing marital difficulties.
alcohol or other drugs.

Is freqpently absent frpm the home.

e * '
Emotional Maltreatment

G asi

' _

'
0.,04

-
-"

,

4 ' . .

.
Emotional maltnt,foften less tangible than other forms

of child abuse aiglect, can be indicated by behaviors of
the child and thb caretaker. '

, .

°
^ -

..

. "

. .
Appears overly comp t, passive,'

undemanding.
Is extremely aggressive, demanding,

or rageful. ifTreats
Shows overly adaptive behaviors,

either inappropriately adult (e.g.,
parents other children) or inappro-
priately infantile (e.g., rocks con-
stantly, sucks thumb, is equretic).

Lags in physical, emotional, and in-
tellectual development.
Attempts suicide. J '''

.

Blames or belittles child..
Is cold and rejecting.
-Withholds love.

siblinp,unequally.
Seems unconcerned chlts problem

, e...

.0

. . ,

I
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INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE 'AND
.NEGLECT
I) Abuse and neglect as a rtit.t of skial or 'institu-

tional policies, practices, or coviitions. The rather
elespread practice of detaining children in adult

jails is one example. Upally refers to speck in-
stitutions.or populations, but may also be used to
mean rocietal abuse ox neglect. (See also
SOCIETAL ABUSEAND NEGLECT)

2) - Child abuse and neglect committed by an employee
of a public or private institution or group home
against.a child in the institution or group home.

INTAKE
PrOcess by which cases are introdticed into an agency.
Workers are usually assigned to interview persons seek-
ing help in order to determine the nature and extent of

(1 the problem(s). However, in child abuse and neglect,
-intake of reports of suspected cases is usually by
telephone and an interview with the reporting person is
not required. Child abuse and neglect workers who do
intake must be skilled in getting as much information as
possible from:the reporter in order to determine
whether the situation is an emergency requiring instant
attention.

INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM (See COM-
MUNITY TEAtvi)

INetRADERMAL HEMORRHAGE'
BI ing within the skin; bruise. Braises arel.anmon
injuries exhibitedby battered children, and are usually
classified by size:

Petechiae
Very small bruise caused by broken capillaries.
Petechiae may be traumatic in nature or may be'
caused by clotting disorders.

Purpura
Petechiae occurring in groups. or a
to I-cm'. in diameter).

Ecchymosis
Larger bruise.

40.4
40,

small bruise -(up

INVOI4UNTARY CLIEN110
Person who has been referred or court-ordered for
services but who has not asked help. Most abusive
and neglectful parents are initiay involuntary clients
and may not accept the need for services. They may
deny that, there is a problem and resist issistance.
Motivation for change may be minimal or nonexistent;
however, skillful workers have demonstrated that
motivation can be developed-and treatment can be

_effective'

0
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INVOLUNTARY PLACEMENT
Court-ordered assignment of custody to an agency and
placement of a child, often against the parents' wishes,.
after' a formal court 'proceeding, or the taking of
emergency or protective custo4 against the parents'
wishes preceding a custody hearing. (See also
CUSTODY)

JEJUNUM
Middle portion of ,the small intestine between the
duodenum and the ileum.

JURISDICTION
The power of a particular court to hear case) involving .

certain categories of persons or allegations. Jurisdic-.
tion may also depend upon'geographical factors sunit.as
the county of a person's residence. (See also COURTS)

JURY
Group of adults selected by lawyers who judge the
truth of allegations made in a legal proceeding. Trial
by jury is available in all criminal cases, including cases
of suspected child abuse and neglect. ryVitsa few
juvenile, probate, or domestic relations court ca s can
be tried before a jury and are instead decided by the
presiding judge.

JUVENILE COURT (See COURTS)'

C
JUVENILE JUDGE
Presiding officer of a juvenile court. Often in a juvenile
court, there are several other hearing officers of lesser
rank, usually cabled referees 'or commissioners. (See
also HEARING .OFFICE1t)

LABELI
The wide ad public trick professional practice of
affixing terms which imply serious or consistent -de-
viance to the perpetrators and/or victims of child abuk
and neglect; for example, abuser." Since de-
viance may suggest that punishmentiOs warranted, this
kind of labeling decreases the possibility of treatment.
-Ws is unfortunate:because.experts agree that 80% or
85% of all child abuse and neglect cases have the po-
tehtial for successful treatment. Such labeling may also
make parents see themselves in a negative, despairing
way, and discoUrage them fr seeking assistance.

WHIRR ATOR Y TESTi
Routine medical tests used to aid diagnosis. Those par-
ticularly pertinent ,to child abuse are:

Partial Thromboplastin Time (PTT)
Measures clotting factors in the blood.

ti
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Prot hrombin Time'(PT)
Measures clotting factors in the blood..t
Urinalysis

.

Examination of urine for sugar. protein, blOod, etc.

* .

CoMplete 91 ood Colon (C'BC)
Measure and analysis of red and white hlood cells.

Rumpel-Leede (Tourniquet) est

wMeasures fragility of s an /or bruisability.

LACERATION
A jagged cut or wound.

LATCH KEY CHILDREN
Working parents' children who return after school to a
horfie where no parent or caretaker is present. This
term was coined because these children often wear a.
house key n a chain around then:necks.

1111h

LATERAL
Toward the side.

LAY THERAPIST :,(See PART AIDE)'

LEAST 'DETRIMENTAL ALTERNATIVE (See
GIST INTEREST OF THE CHILD)

a
LEGAL RIGHTS OF PERSONg'IDENTIFIED IN
REPORTS.
StIndard's for legal rights-stress theneed for atl persons
concerneciwith.child abdse andirgIsct to be aware of
the legal rights of individuals identified in reports and
to be committed to any action necessary to 'enforce.
these rights. According tolhe National Centeren Child
Abuse and Neglect Revicion to Federal Standards on._
the Prevent Kiri' and Treatment of Child Abuse and
Neglect (Draft). these right; include the following.

I) Any person identified i6. a report as being
suspected of having abused or negleCted a child
shotd be informed of hisiber legal rights,

2re The person responsible .frir the child's welfare
shoUld receive written notice and be advised of
hislher legal' rights when protective custody
authority is exercised.

3) A child who is alleged to be abused ot'neglected
should have independent legal representation in

.
a child protection proceeding.

4) The parent or other person responsible for a
child's welfare who is alleged to have abused or
neglected, a child should beenjitled to legal
representation in a civil or trirriinal proceeding.

,

5) The local child protectiVe services Unit should

have the assistance of legal counsel in all child
protective proceedings.

67 Each party should have the right to appeal pro--
tectRie case determinations.

7) Any person identified in a child abuse or neglect
reportdshould be protected from unauthorized
disclosure of personal information contained in
the report.

LESION
Any injury to any fart of the body from any cause that
results in damage oe loss of structure or function of the
body tissue` involve 4. A lesion may be caused by
poison, infection., dysfunction, or violence, and-may Se
either accidental or intentional.

LIABILITY FOR FAILURE TO REPORT
State statutes which require certain categories of per-
sons to report cases of suspected child abuse and/or
neglect are often enforced by the imposition of a
penalty, fine and/or imprisonment, for those who fail to
report. Recent lawsuits have provided what may
become an even give significant penalty for failure to
report. when a teport should have been made and a
child comes to serious harm in lisubseqUent incident of
abuse or neglect, the person who failed to report the
initial incident may be held 'tinily liable to the child
for the damages suffered in the subsequent incident.
Such damages could amount to many thousands of dol-
lars. (See also MANDATED REPORTERS)

a
LICENSING PARENTHOOD
Proposed method of assuring adequate parenting'skil Is.
Various proposals have, been developed. including"'
mandatory parenthood education in high school, with a
certificate upon comahtion. Serious advocates com-
pare the process with certification of drtging capability
by drivel's licerfses. Many consider the proposal un-

LOCAL AUTHORITY'
Local authority refers to two groups I ) the social serv-
ice agency (local agency) desigpated by' the, state
departmeiKof social services (state deparvnent) and
alithorizeirby state law to be responsible for local child
abuse and neglect prevention, identification, and treat-
ment efforts, and 2) the community child protection
coordinating council (community uncil). The stand-
ards on local authority, as speci ied in the National
Center on Child Abuse and glect Revision to
Federal Standards on the Prevention and Treatment of-
Child Abuse and Neglect (Draft), include:

Administration an Organization
I) The lOcal age y should establish a distinct

24.
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child 'protective services unit with sufficient
and qualified staff.

2) The locatagency in cooperation with the state
rtment shouleallocate sufficient funds

and provide adequate administrative support
lo the local unit.

3) The-local agency shoilld initiate the establish:
ment of a community council which is to be
representative of those persons providing or
concerned with ch Id abuse and neglect pre-
vention, identifi ion, and treatment services.

Primary Prevention/
4) The local unit and the community council

should work together to establish formalized
needs assessment and planning processes.

. . *
Secondary and Tertiary Prevention
5) The local unit and the community council

should work together to develop a comprehen-
sive and coordinated service delivery system
for children -at -risk and families-at-risk to be

..presented.in an annual plan.
6) The local unit and the community council

should develop standards on the 'care of
children which represent the miiiinium expec-
tations of the community and provide the basis
for the local unit's operational defmitions and
referral guideline/

7) The local unit and the community council
should establish a, multidisciplinary child
abuse and neglect case consultation team.
The local unit shOuld provide or arrange-for
services to-assist faTilies who request help for
themselves in fulfilling their parenting respon-
sibilities.

9) The local unit should ensure that 'reports of
child abuse and neglect can be received on a,
twenty-four hqur, seven days per week basis.

10) The intake services worker should intervene
immediately if a report is considered an
emergency; otherwise, intervention should
take place withiri seventy-iwO hours.

_

a

The intake servi worker should ensure the
family's right to priv by making the assess-
ment process time-I im .

12) The treatment setwices workerihoultclevelop
ari individualized treatment pleb for each
family ,each family member.
The treatment services worker should arrange
for, coordinate, and monitor services provided
to a famil4y.

11)

s).

Resource Enhancement. .

14) The agency and the community council should

a

assist in the training of the local unit and other
community service systems.

15) The agency should promote internal agency
coordination.

16) The local unit should implement community
education and awareness. ,

17) The agency should participate in or initiate its
own research, review; and evaluation studies.

(See also STATE AUTHORITY)

LONG BONE
General term applied to the bones of the leg °tithe arm.

LONG TERM TREATMENT
Supportive and therapeutic services over a period of
time, usually at least 4, year, to restore the parent(s) of
an abused or neglected child and/or the child him-,

,self/herself to adequate levels of functioning and to
prevent recurrence of child abuse or neglect.

LUMBAR
Pertaining to the part of the back and sides betweeq the
lowest ribs and the pelvis.

MALNUTRITION
Failure to receive adequate nourishment. Often ex-
hibited in a neglected child, malnutrition may be
caused by inadequate diet (either lack of food to in-
sufficient amounts of needed vitamins, etc.) or by a

, disease or other abnormal conditiob affecting the
body's ability to properly process foods taken in.

MALTREATMENT
Actions that, are abusive, neglectful, or otherwise
threatening tb a child's welfare. Frequently used as a
general,termfor child abuse and neglect.

MANDATED AGENCY
Agency designated by state statutes as legally esponsi-
ble for receiving and investigating reports of s spected
child abuse andneglect. Usually, this agency is a coun-
ty welfare- department or a child protective services
unit within that department. Police or sheriffs depart-
ments may also be mandated agencies. (See alio
STATE AUTHORITY and LOCAL AUTHORITY)

MrANDATED RE RTER' or MANDATOR*
REPORTERS
Persons desighated by state statutes who are legally lia-
ble for not reporting suspected cases of child abuse and
neglect to ihie mandated agency. The persons so desig-
nated vary according to state law, but they Are pri-
marily professionals; such as pediatriciani, nurses,
school personnel, and social workers; who have fre-
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giant contaet with children and Y Hies.

MARASMUS
4

A form of protein-calorie malnutrition occurring in in-
fants and children. tt is characterized by retarded
groe;tliand progressive wasting away of fatand,muscle,
but it is usually accompanied by the retention of ap-
petite and mental alertness.

MATERNAL CHARACTERISTICS SCALE
Instrunient designed to- study personality charac-
teristics of rural Appalachian mothers and the level of
care they were providing their children. The purpose of
this scale is to sharpen caseworkers' perception of

pathetic-futile" or "impulse-ridden" mothers' per-
ality characte sties for evaluation, diagnosis, and

foi ulation o a treatment. plan in cases-of child
neglect. Some uthorities believe this scale has not been
adequately validated.

MATERNAL-INFANT NIXING (See BIND-
ING)

%Toward the middle or mid-line.

MEDICAIWITLE 19 (See SOCIA SECURITY
ACT)

MEDICAL MODEL
Conceptualizing -prriblems in terms of diagnosis' and
treatment of illness. With respect to child abuse and
neglect, the medical model assumes an identifiable and
therefore treItable cause of the abuse and/or neglect
and foceses on identification and treatmentin a medi-
cal or other health setting. For child abuse and neglect,
some advantages of the medical model are financial
support by the hospital, clinic, medical community; ac-
cessibility of medical services to the abused or
neglected child; involvement of the physicians; and
visibility and public acceptance. Possible disadvan-
tages are 'overemphasis, on physical abuse;
overemphasis on physical diagnosis to the detriment of
total treatment; and isolation from other professional
and community resources. (Kempe) , ,

MEDICAL NEGLECT (Set CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

.

MENKES KINKY HAIR SYNDROME
Rare, inherited disease,resultin
eyentually, 8bath. It is found
the great number of fractures the c
be:mistaken for child Abuse. r

n brittle bones and,
nts and, because of
ild may-exhibit, can

MENTAL INJURY
Injury to the intellectual or psychological capacity of a
child as evidenced by observable an substantial im-
piirment in his/her ability to funcli within a normal
range of performance and behavio , with due-rma(d to
his/her culture. The Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment 'Act and some state statuies include mental
injury caused by a parent or caretaker as child abuse or
neglect.

47b

MESENTERY
Membrane attaching various organs to the body wall.

'METABOLISM
4a

. .

The sum of all physi I and-Chemical processes which
maintain the life of an organism.

METAPHYSIS
Wider part of a long bone between the end arid the
shaft.

MINIMALLY ACCEPTABLE lENVIRONMENT
The emotional climate and physical surroundings
necessary for children to grow physically, mentally,
socially, and emotionally.

MINOR (See CHILD)--d

MIRANDA RULE
Legal provision that a confession is inadr issible in any
court proceeding if the suspect was not rewarned of
his/her right to remain silent before the confeision was
disclosed. (See also FIFTH AMENDMENT)

MISDEMEANOR
A crime for'which thepunishment can be no more than
imprisonment for a year and/or a fine of $1,000. A,
misdemeanor is distinguished from a felony, which is
more serious, and an infraction, which is less serious.-

MODEL CHILD PROTECTION.ACr
Guid or development of state legislation concerning
child se and neglect and intended to enable legisla-
tors to provide a comprehensive and workable law
which will aid in resolving the problem. A draft Model
Child protection Act has been developed and is availa--c-
ble from the National Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect.

MONDALE ACT (See CHILD AtE PREVElge
TION AND TREATMENT ACT)

MONGOLIAN SP./TS
A type of-birthmark that can appear anywhere on a
child's body, most frequently on the lowgr back. These
dark spots usually fade by age five. They can be
mistaken for bruises.
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MORAL NEGLECT (See CHILD BUSE AND
NEGLECT) .

moRrauNb'
Dying or near death.

MOTHERS ANONYMOUS
Original name of Parents AnonymoUS (See PARENTS
ANONYMOUS) .

MULTIDISCIPLINARY TVAM .

A group of professionals and possibly paraprofes-
sionals representing a variety of disciplines who in-
teract and coordinat* their efforts to diagnose and teat
specific, cases of child abuse and neglect. A
multidisciplinary group which also addresses the
general problein of child abuse and neglect in a given
community is usually described as a community team,
and It will probably consist of several,multidisciplinary
teams with different functions (see COMMUNITY
&TEAM). Multidisciplinary teams may include, but-are
not limited,to, medical, child care, and lass,/ enforce-
ment personnel, social workers, psychiatrists and/or
psychologists. Their goal is to' poci(Jtheir respeoive
skills in order to formulate accurate diagnoses, ag,d_to
provide comprehensive coordinated treatment with
continuity and follow-up for both parent(s) and child
or children. Many multidisciplinary teams orate ac-
cording to. the Denver Model ee DENVER
MODEL). Multidiscipliniiry tea may also be re-
ferred to as cross-disciplinary tea , interdisciplinary
teams, or SCAN teams (see SCAN TEAM). However,
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act uses
the term t'multidisciplinaq team."

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL
W0IIKERS (NASW)
1425 H St., N.W. ,

Washington, D.C. 20005
A national organization of professional social workers
who are enrolled in or have completed baccalaureate,

. Amster's, or doctoral programs in social wink educa-
tion. Members must subscribe to the NASW Code of
Ethics, and NASW provides a policy for adjudication
of grievances in prder to protect members and promote
ethical practices.

NATIONAL CENTER FOR CHILD ADVOCACY
(NCCA)
P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013
The National Centaefor Child Advocacy is part of the
Children's Bureau of the Administration for Children,
Youth and Families within 'the Office of Human
Development Services of KEW. NCCA supports

research, demonstrathc and training programs and
provides technical assistance to state and local agencies
with the goal of increasing and improving child welfare
services. These services include in-home support to
families, such as parent education and homemakeir
services; foster care, adoption, and child protective
services; and institutional care of children. A major
project of NCCA is the Child WeJfare Resource Infor
oration Exchange. (See also- CHILD .WELFAR

.RESOURCE INFORMATION EXCHANGE)

NATIONAL CENTER FOR THE PREVENTION'
AND TREATMENT OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT
1205 Oneida St.
Denver, Colorado 8023,Q_
This center, which is affiliited with the Department of
Pediatrics of the University of Coldrado Medical
School, was established in the fall of 1972 to provide
more extensive and up-to-date education, research, and
clinical material to professionals working in the area of
child abuse and neglect. The center's multidisciplinary

staff has provided leadership in formulating the views
that child abuse and neglect is iymptamatic of troubled
family relationships; thatkreatment must consider the
needs of all family members; and, that outreach to iso-
lated, non- trusting families and the multitlfisciplinary
approach are necessary. Funded by the State of Col-
orado, the HEW Administration for Children, Youth
and Families, and private foundations, the center's
work includes education, consultation and technical
assistance, demonstration programs for treatment,
program evaluation, and research. This center alsp
sews as the HEW Region VIII Renurce Center.

NATIONAL CENTER ON CHILD ABUSE AND
' NEGLECT (NCCAN)

P.O. Box 1182
Washington, D.C. 20013
Office of the- federal government located within the
Children's Bureau of the Administration for Children,
Youth and Families (formerly the Office of Child
Development), which is part of ,the Office of Human
Development Services of HEW. Established in 1974 by
the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act, the
functions of NCCAN are to:

I ) Co ile, analyze, and, publish an annual sum-
f recent and current tresearch on child

abu neglect.
2) Develop and maintain an. information

clearinghouse on all programs showing promise
of success for the prevention, identification, and
treatment of child abuse and neglect. .

Compile and publish training materials for per-
sonnel who are engaged or intend tcrengage in

I
3)

. N
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the prevention, identification, and treatment of
child abuse and neglect.

4) Provide technical assistance to public and
nonprofit, private agencies and organizations tb
Win them in planning, improving, developing,
and carrying out programs and activities relat-
ing to the prevention, identification, and treat-
ment of child abuse and neglect.

5) Conduct research into the( causes of child abuse
and neglect, and into the prevention, identifica-
tion, and treatment thereof.

6) Make a complete and full study and investiga-
tion of the national incidence of child abuse and
neglect, includinra determination'Of the extent
to which incidehts of child abuse arid neglect are
increasing in

7) Award grant
neglect legislatio
tion.

mber or severity.
states whose child abuse and

omplies withfetieral legisla-

NCCAN is authorized to establish grants and contracts
with public and private agencies and organizations to
carry out the above activities. Giants and contracts
may also be used to establish demonstration programs
and projects which, through trailing, consultation,
resource provision, or direct treatment, are designino
prevent, identify, and treat child abuse and neglect..
(See also CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION AND
TREATMENT ACT and REGIONAL RESOURCE
CENTER)

NATIONAL CLEARINGHOUSE ON CHILD
NEGLECT AND ABUSE (NCCNA) (See NA-
TIONAL STUDY ON CHILD NEGLECT AND
ABUSE REPORTING)

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE PREVEN-
TION OF CHILD ABUSE
1 1 I E. %/titer Drive
Suite 510
Chicago, Illinois 60601
The Nitional Committee originated in Chicago in 1972
in response to increasing national incidence of deaths
due to child abuse. It was formed to help prevent child
abuse, which was defined as including non-accidental,
injury, emotideal abuse, neglect, sexual abuse, and ex-
ploitation of children, at a time when most programs
focused on identification and treatment. The commit-
tee's goals are to:

1) Stimulate greater public awareness of the
problem.

2) Encourage public involvement in prevention
and treatment.

3) Provide a national focal point for advertacy to
prevent child abuse. , t4) Facilitate communication about progra s,

pdlicy, and research related.to child abuse re-
vention.

5) Foster greater 'cooperation between existing and
developing resources for child use prevention.

Activities of the cmmittee includ a national media'
campaign, publications, conference, research, aild the
establishment of state chapters of the committee.

NATIONAL REGISTER
Often confineLi with the National Study on Child
Neglect and Abuse. Reporting (National
Clearinghouse), which compiles statistics on incidence
of child abuse and neglect. A national register, which
does not exist at this time, would operate in much the
same way and with the same purposes as a state-level
central register, but would collect reports of abuse and
neglect nationwide. Collecting reports on a national
scale would be highly problematic because of variance
in state reporting laws and definition% of abuse and
neglect. (See also CENTRAL REGISTER and NA-
TIONAL STUDY' ON CHILD NEGLECT ,AND
ABUSE REPORTING)

NATIONAL STUDY 014 CHILD .NEGLECT AND
ABUSE REPORTING
formerly the National Clearinghouse op Child Neglect
and Abuse, the National StIcly is funded by the Na-
tional Center on Child Abuse and Neglect; Children's
Bureau, HEW and is being conducted by the Children's.
Division of the American Humane Association. The
study has been established to systematically collect
data from official state source on the nature, inci-
dence, and characterisics of child abuse and neglect.
Participating states receive reports generated from
their own data on a quarterly basis so that they can
monitor their own reporting mechanisms. At this time,
about 40 states are submitting detailed incidence data
to the study. It is hoped that the National Study will be
able to produce accurate data on the national incidence
of child abuse and neglect.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT
A formal or informal evaluation of what services are
needed] by abused and neglected children' and their
families within a specified geographical area or withih
another given population.

NEGLECT -(See CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT)

NJEGLECTED CHILD (See INDICATORS OF
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT)
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.
NEGLIGENCE
Failure w act. May apply to a parent, as in child
neglect, or to a person who'by state statute is mandated
to report child abuse and neglect but who fails to do so.
Negligence lawsuits arising from failure to report are
increasing, and any failure to obey the statutes proves.
negligence. Lawsuits claiming damages for negligence
are civil proceedings.

NETWORK
Formal or infor al linkages of individuals, families, or
other groups w' h similar social, education, medical', or
other service needs with the public or private agencies,
lorganizations, and/or individuals who can provide such
services in their locale. Formal agreements are usually
written and spell but under what circumstances a par-
ticular.agency, group, or individual will provide cer-
tain services. Informal agreements are apt to be verbal
and relate to a particular family or cased

N,URTURANCE
Affectionate care and attention provided.by'a parent,
parent substitute, or caretaker to promote the well-
being of a child and encourage healthy emotional add
physical development. Nurturance may also be needed
by acfhlts with inadequate parenting skills, or who Were
themselves abused or neglected as children, as a model
for developing more psitive relationships with their
own children and as a way of strengthening their own.
self-esteem.

OCCIPITAL
Referring to the back of the head.

OMISS1101, ACTS OF
Failure of a parent or caretaker to prpvide for a chrld's
physical and/cir emotional well-being. (See also
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT) r

OSSIFICATION
Formation of bone.

OSTEOGENESIS IMPEliFECTA
An inherited condition in which the bones are abnor-
mally brittle and subject to fractures, and which may be
Mistakenly diag osed as the result of child abuse

it)4

ountEAC
The process i whi.ch pro essionals, paraprofessionals,
and/ot volunt rs act ely seek td identify cases of
family strees an tential or actual child abuse and Ab

neglect by making services known, accessible, and
unthreatening. Effective outreach providing early in-
tervention is important for the prevention of child
abuse and neglect.

*IP p

Ne,

PA BUDDY
Term used by Parents Anonymous for a person who
functions like a parent aide in, relation toil Parents
Anonymous memlier. (See also PARENTS

' ANONYMOUS and IARENT AIDE)

PARA? ION AL
Volunteer or gency employee trained to a limited ex-
tent in a particular profession. Since Araprofessionals
are usually close in age, race, nationality, religion, pr
lifestyle to the clientele, they often have a lispay,4--%.,
likclihoodof developing a trusting -relationship witrkt
client than do some professionals. Thejole of the
paraprofessionaNn protective service work is usually
to provide outreach or nurturance and advodacy for the
family, often as a case aide p parent aide. (See also
PARENT AIDE)

PARENS PATRIAE
"The power of the sovereign." Refers to the slate's
power to act for or on behalf of persons wit.° cannot act
in their own behalf; such as, minors, incompetents, or
some developmentally disabled.

PARENT
Person exercising the function of father and/or mother,
including adoptive, foster, custodial, and` surrogate
parents as well as biological parents.

PARENT AIDE
A paraprofessional, either paid or voluntary, who func-
tions primarily as an advocate and surrogate parent for
a family in which-chilfl abuse or neglect is suspected,pr
has been confirmec). The Parent. Aide particularly
serves the1mother bObroviding positive reinforcement.
emotionarsupport, nurturance, and by providing

,or arranging transportation, babysitting, etc., as neces-
sary. Rather than serving as a homemaker. nutrition
aide, or nurse, the parent aide4nction is more like a
friend to the family. Parent aides may also be referred
tct as case aides, lay therapists, or 'v isiting friends.
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PA )NT EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING (PET)
An educational program developed by Dr. Thomas
Gordon and presented in his book,, Parent Effective-
ness Training (New York, Peter H. Wyden, Inc.,
1970). The program, taught by trained and certified
PET instructors, focuses,bn imprOving communication.
between parents- and children, by teaching listening
skills and verbal expression tecbniques to parents. The
PET course has proven useful for parents who'are moti-
vated to change, who are able to give it a considerable
amount df time, and who can afford the relatively high
tuition, For these and other reasons. PET has not
proven particularly useful in child "abuse ana neglect



treatment, especially when used as the only mode of
treatment.

. '

PARENTAL STRESS SERVICES
Services aimed at relieving situational and/or
psychological parental stress in order -to relieve family
dysfunction and to prevent parenti from venting rag;
or. frustratiot on their, children. Srvice usually begins
via a telephOne helpline and irrayInclude home visits.
Workers are usually trained volunteers or paraprofes-
sionals who focus on providing warmth, nurturance,
friendship, and resource referrals to the distressed
parent. Some parental stress services promote develop-
ment and use of Parents Anonymous chapters for their
clients. Parental Stress Services may refer to specific
programs such as in Chicago, Illinois, or Oakland,
California, although there is no organizational linkage
between them, or this may be a functional description
of services provided within a larger agency prograrn.

PARENTING SKILLS
A parent's competencies in providing physical, care,
protection, supervision, and psychological nurturance
appropriate to a child's age and stage of development.
Some .parents, particularly those whose .own parents
demonstrated these skills, have these oompetencies

° without formal training, but_adequacy of these skills
may be improved through insiruotion.

PARENTS ANONYMOUS
22330 Hawthorne Blvd., #208
Torrance, California 90505'
Self -he P group for parents who want to stop physical,
psyelv6logical, sexual, or verbal abuse of thechildren.
Bemuse members do not 0e44 to reveal their full
names, they feel free to share concerns and provide
mutual support. Members are accountableto the group
fqT their behavior toward their children, aikd the grouf,
functions like a family in supporting members' efforts
to quingotWith chapters in every state, over 800 in all,
Patents Anonymous has been formally ;valuated as an
effective method for treating child abuse. Unlike most
other self-help groups with anonymous members,
Parents Anonymous requires that each chapter have an
unpaid professional sponsor who attends all meetings
to facilitate discussion, provide a role model, and sug-
gest appropriate 'community resources for members'
problems. The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment
Act provides for lumiing of self-help groups, and
Parents Anonymous is one ,pf the few self -help
organizations which has reeeived funding from the
federal government.

PARENTS' RIGHTS
Besides the rights protected by the Constitution for all

adults, society accords parents the right to custody and
supervision of their own children, including, among
others, parents' rights to make decisions about their
children's health care. This plus parents' rights to'pri-,
vacy may complicate investigations of_suspected child
abuse and neglect and treatment of confirmed cases._
Parents' rights may be cited in court in order to prevent
the state from taking custody of a child who is in danger
in his/her own home. (See also CHILDREN'S
RIGHTS)

PARENTS UNITED
Organization name sometimes used for self-help groups
of parents in families in which sexual abuse has occur-
ted. Begun in 1972, Parents United is one component
of a model Child Sexual Abuse Treltment Program in
Santa ,Clara County, California. (See also
DAUGHTERS UNITED) .

PASSIVE ABUSER
Parent or caretaker \who does not intervene to prevent
abuse by another person in the home.

PATHOGNOMONIC I

A sign or symptoM specifically distinctive or charac-
teristic of a disease or condition from which a diagnosis
may be made.

FERINATAL
° Around the time of birth, both immediately before and
afterward. .

PERIOSTEAL ELEVATION
The ripping or tearing of the surface layer of a bone
(periosteum) and the resultant hemorrhage, occuring
When a bone is broken.

PERIfONITIS
Inflammation of the membrane lining the abdomen
(peritoneum); caused by infection.

PERJURY
Intentionally inaccurate testimony. Perjury is usually
punishable as a felony, but only if the inaccuracy of-the
testimony and the witness's knowledge of the
curacy 'can .be proven.

PETEC.H I A E
RHAGE)

inac-

(See INTRADE.RMAL HEMOR-

.. PETITION .

. 'Document filed in juvenile or family court at the begin-
ning of a neglect a_ delinquency case. The
petitiba states the allegations which, if true, form the
basis for court fntetvention.
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PETITIONER
Person who files a petition. In juv
practice, a petitioner may be a pr
worker, or prosecutor, as vario
laws.

nile and family court
bation officer, social
sly defined by state

PHYSICAL ABUSE (See. CHILD. ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

PHYSICAL NEGLECT (See CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

PLEA BARGAINING
Settlement of a Criminal prosecution, usually by the
re4uction ofthe charge and/or the penalty, in return for
a plea of guilty. PI4 bargains are sometimes justified
by Congested court calendars. They are attacked as
devices which weaken the intended effect of penal
statutes and which reduce the dignity of the criminal
justice stem. Far more than half of all crinlinal
prosecutions in this country are resolved by plea
bargaining. .

POLICE HOLD (See CUSTODY)

POLYPHAGIA
'Eicessive or voracious eating.

PREDICTION OF 'CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT
There are no evaluation instruments or criteria to pre-
dict absoNtely that child abuse or neglect will occur in
specific families. Recently, experts haye developed In-
struments and methods of evaluating the bonding proc-
ess at childbirth in order to identify families where
because of incomplete or inadequate bonding, it can be
expected that without further appropriate intervention,
child-Sbose or neglect may occur. Besidos bonding,
many other indicators can be used to identify families-
at-risk for child abuse and neglect, but these factors are
rarely iufficif,ntly conclusive to enable absolute predic-
tion. (See also BONDING and FAMILIES-AT-RISK)

defendant agrees to participate in rehabilitative sery-.
Ices. In child abtise cases, this usually involves coopera-
tion with, child protective services andifor voluntary
treatment, such as Parents Anonymous.

PREVENTION OF CHILD A.BUSP AND
NEGLECT
Elimination of the individual and societal causes of
child abuse and neglect.

PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE (See EVI-
DENTIARY STANDARDS)

PRESENTMENT.
Titernotice taken or report made by a grand jury of an
offense on the bpsis of the jury's knowledge and without
'a bill of indictment. (See also INDICTMENT)

.PREyTRIAL DIVERSION
Decision of the district attorney not to issue charges in
a criminal case where those charges would be provable.
The decision is usually made on the condition that the
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Primary Prevention
Providing societal and community policies and '
programs which strengthen all family functioning so
that child abuse and neglect is less likely to occur.'

Secondary Prevention
Intervention in the early signs of child abuse and
neglect for treatment of tht presenting problem and
to prevent further problems from developing.

Tertiary Prevention
Tieatment after child abise and eeiglect has been
confirmed. r

Primary, and to varying degrees secondary and terti-
ary, prevention requires:

1 ' "
1) Breaking the tendency in the generational cycle

wherein the abused or neglected child is likely to
become the abusive or neglectful parent.

2) Helping a parent cope with a childewho has
special problems or special meaning to a parent.

3) Helping families cope with long term and im-
mediate situational or interpersonal stress.

4) Linking families to personal and community
sources of help to break their social isolation.

5) Eliminating or alleviating violence in our
society, particularly sanctioned violence such as
corporal punishment in the schools.

A major problem in preventing child abuse and neglect
is the stigma attached to the problem and to receiving
services from a county protective, service agency.
Therefore, prevention programs must include com-
munity education and outreach. Another problem is
that stress is pervasive in our society, and ways must be
found both to' reduce it and deal with it if child abuse
and neglect is to be prevented. (See also EARLY. IN-
TERVENTION)

PRIMA FACIE
A latin term approximately meaning "at first sight,"
"on the4irst appearance," or "on the face of it." In law,
this term is used in the context of a "prima facie case."
That is, the presentation.of evidence at a trial which has
been sufficicntly strong to prove the allegations unless
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contradictedand overcome by other evidence. In a
child maltreatment case, the allegations of maltfeat-
ment will be considered as proven unless the parent
presents rebutting evidence.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS
Confidential communications which are protected by
statutes and need not or cannot ,be disclosed in court
over the objections of the holder of the privilege.
Lawyers are almost always able to refuse to disclose
what a client has toidthem in confidence. Priests are
similarly covered. Doctors and psychotherapists have
generally lesser privileges, and their testimony can be
compelled in many cases involving child abuse or
neglect. Some social workers are covered b such
statutes, but the_ law and practice vary widely f ate,
to state. (See also CONFIDENTIALITY)

PROBABLE CAUSE
A legal standard used in a number of context
dicates a reasonable ground for suspicion
the existence of certain facts. Facts accept
after a reasonable inquiry which would indu

l) Comprehensive planning, including identifying
- ,igaps and duplication in service and funding

"' policies.
2) Developing interagency referral policies.
3) Educating members to new and/or effective ap-

proaches to child abuse and neglect.
4) Problem sharing.
5) Facilitating resolution of interagency conflicts.
6) Providing a forum where differing professional

and agency expertise can be pooled.
7) Generating and lobbying for needed legislation.

(See also COMMUNITY TEAM)

PROTECTIVE CUSTODY (See CUSTODY)

PROTOCOL
A set of rules or guidelines prescribing procedures and
responsibilities. Originally used primarily in medical

ttings, establishment of protocolkis an increasingly'
important goal of the 'child abuse and neglect com-
munity team.belief in

as true
a pru-

dent and cautious person to believe them. Al lease

no that the definitions on page 28 of EVID NTI-
ARY STANDARDS are incorrect. A suggested alter-
native follows:

PROBATE COURT (See COURTS)

PROBATION
Allowing a convicted criminal defendant or a juvenile
found _to be delinquent to remain at liberty, under"'
suspended sentence of imprisonment, generally under
the supervision of a probation officer and under certain
conditions. Violation of a condition is grourds for
revocation of the probation. In a case of child aft w or

###

neglect, a parent or caretaker who is convicted of the
°offense may be-required, as part of his/her probation, to

4 make certain promises to undergo treatment and/or to
improve the home situation. These promises are made
its a condition of the probation in which the child is
ret,urned home:and are enforced with the threat of
revocation of parental rights.

PROGRAM COORDINATION
Interagency of intra-agency communication for policy,
program, and resource development for an effective
service delivery system in a given locality. Propam.
coordination for child abuse and neglect is usually im-
plemented through a community council or community
task force or planning committee under the direction of .
a program coordinator. The functions of these groups
are:

PROXIMAL
Near; closer to any point of refefence; opposed to

gists!.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE (See CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT)

PSYCHOLOGICAL NEGLECT (See ,CHILD
ABUSE AND NEGLECT)

PSYCHOLOGICAL PARENT.
Adult who, on a conti&ing day-to-day basis, fulfillsti,
child's emotional needs Thr nurturance through interac-N---,
tion, companionship, and .mutuality. May be the -----

natural parent or another pers9n who fulfills these
functions. ,

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS
Instruments of various types used to measure .emo-
tional, intellectual, and personality characteristics.
Psychological tests should always be admiristered and
interpretated by qualified personnel. Such tests have
been used to determine potential for abuse or neglec
effects of abuse or neglect, or mehological makeup of
parent r children.

PSYtHOTIC 'PARENT
A parent who suffers a major mentaldisorder where the
individual's ability to think, respond emotionally,
remember, communicate, interpret reality, or behave
appropriately is sufficiently impaired so as to interfere
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grossly with his/her capacity to meet the ordinary de-
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mands of life. The term "psychotic" i neither very pre-
cise nor definite. However, th parent who is
periodically psychotic or psych tic for extended
periods and who abuses his/her children has a poor
prognosis; permanent removal of the children is often
recommended in this situation. It is estimated that well
under 10% of all abusive or neglectful parents, are
psychotic. -

PUBLIC AWARENESS (See COMMUNITY
AWARENESS)

PUBLIC DEFENDER
Person paid with public funds to plead the cause of an
indigent defendant.

PUBLIC LAW 93-247 (See CHILD ABUSE PRE-
VENTION AND TREATMENT ACT)

PUNISHMENT
Infliction of pain, foss, or suffering on a child because
the child has disobeyed or otherwise 'antagonized a
parent or caretaker. Abusive parents- may inflect
punishment without cause, or may inflict punishment,
particularly corporal punishment, in the belief that it is
the only way to discipline children. Many parents con-
fuse the difference between discipline and punishment.
These differences are delineated under DISCIPLINE.
(See also CORPORAL PUNISHMENT)

PURCHASE OF SERVICE
grovision for diagnosis and/or treatment of child abuse
and neglect by an agency other than the mandated
agency using -mandated agency funds. The mandatbd
agency subcontracts with the provider agency for
specific services with specific clients, but the mandated
agency retains statutory responsibility for the case. (See
also CASE MANAGEMENT)

PURPURA (See INtRADERMAL HEMOR-
RHAGE) 4.1

RADIOLUCENT
Permitting the passage of X-rays without leaving a
shadow on the film. Soft tissues are radirtlucent; bones
are not.

RAREFACTION
Loss of density. On an X-ray photograph, an area of
bone which appears lighter 'than normal is in a state of
rarefaction, indicating a loss of calcium!

RECEIVING HOME
A family or group home for temporary placement of a
child pending more permanent plans such as return to
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his/her own home, foster care, or adoption.

RECIDIVISM
Recurrence of child abuse and neglect. This. happens
relatively frequently because child protective service
agencies heretofore have been mandated and staffed ,

only to investigate and provide crisis intervention and
not to provide treatment. Most cases where child abuse
or neglect results in a child's ,death have been pre-,
viously knotvn to a child protection agency.

REFEREE (See H EAR INC; OFFICtER)

REGIONAL RESOURCE CENTER
With respect to child abuse and neglect, a r
resource center was funded as i demonstra On project
in each' of the ten-HEW regions under t 1974 Child.
Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act. These resource
centers vary ingram emphasis, but they all function
to some degree as extensions of the.National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect.,in Washington to help NC-
CAN fulfill the aims of the Child Abuse Prevention and
Treatment Act (see NATIONAL CENTER ON
CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT and CHJLD
ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT ACT).
Besides regional centers, there are also state resource
centers in Arizona, Maryland, New York, and North
Carolina; and two national resource centers, operated
by the EducatiukCommission of the States and the Na-
tiPal Urban Lague. The regional resource centers
are:

Region / (Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island, Vermont)
Judge Baker Guidance Center
295 Longwood Ave.
Boston, Massachusetts 021)5'
Region II (New Jersey, Pderto Rico, Virgin Islands)
College of Human Ecology Cornell University
MVR Hall
Ithaca, New York 14853 s

Region III (Pennsylvania, Virginia, Delaware, West
Virginia, District Of Columbia)
Institute for Urban Affairs and Research
Howard Upiversity
2900 Van Ness St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008.4.-
Reliony V (Alabama, Florida,' Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississ*i, South Carolina,Tcnnessee)'
Regional Institute of Social Welfare Research
P.O. Box 152
Heritage Building
468 N. Milledge Ave.
Athens, Georgia 30601
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Region V (Illinois, Indiana, MichiganAlinnesota,
Ohio, Wisconsin)'
Midwest Parent-Child Welfare Resource Center
Center for Advanced Studies in 'Human Services
School of Social Welfare
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201
Region V/ (Arkansas, Louisiana, New
Oklahoma, Texas)
Center for Social' Work Research
School of Social Work
University of Texas at Austin
Austin,-Texas 78712 '
Region VII (Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska)
Institute of Child Behavior and Development
University of Iowa
Oakdale, Iowa 53219
Region VII/ (Colorado, Montana, North Dakota,
South Dakota Utah, Wyoming)
National Center' for the PreventiOn and Treatment
of Child Abuse and Neglect
University of Colorado Medical Center
1205 Oneida St. A

Denvgr, Colored% 80220
Region /X (California, Hawaii, Nevada, Guam,
Trust Territories of the Pacific, American Samoa)
Department, of Special Education
California State University
5151 State University Dr. fe
Los Angeles, California. 90033
Region X (Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, Washington)
Northwest' Federation for Human, Services
157 Vesler Way, f2)38
Seattle, Washington 9810

Mexico,

REGISTRY (See CENTRAL REGISTER and NA-. TIONAL REGISTER)

REHEARING

`heard
a jyvenile court referee or commissioner has

heard fttease and made an order, somestates_permit a
dissatisfied party to request another hearing before the
supervising judge of juvenile court. This second hear.
ing is cared a rehearing. If the original hearing was not
recofad by a court reporter, the rehearing may have to
be granted. If a transcript exists, the judge may read it
and-tither grant or deny the rehearing.

REPARENTiNGr
Usually describes a nurturing procesi whereby parents
wh6 hive not received adequate nurturance during
their own childhoods are provided with emotional
warmth and security through.surrogatt parent such as
a parent aide. Abusive and neglectful parents are thus
given an opportunity to identify with more positive role
models.

tr,

REPORTINGLAWS
State laws .which require' specified categories .of per-
sons, such as professionals involved with children, and
allow other persons, to notify public authorities of
cases of suspected child abase and, sometimes, neglect.
All 50 states now have reporting statkes, but they
differ widely with respett to types of instances Which
must be reported, persons who must report, time limits
for reporting, manner of reporting (written, oral, or\
both), agencies to which reports must be made; and ay'
degree of immunity conferred upon reporters.

RES IPSA LOQUITOR
Latin expression meaning "the thing speaks for itself."
It is a doctrine of law which, when applied to criminal
law, means that evidence can be admitted which is ac-
ceptable despite the fact that no one actually saw what
occurred, only the results. An example in criminal law
would be admitting into evidence in a child abuse case
the medical reports Of the injured' child victim which
reflect multiple broken bones and 'the doctor's opinion
that said injuries could not have been caused by an ac-
cident. The court using the res ipsa loquitor doctrine
can convict the person having had exclusive custody of
the child without any direct testimony as to how, when,
where, or why the injuries were Inflicted.

RETINA
Inside lining of the eye. Injury to the head can cause
blieding'or detachment of the retina, possible causing
blindness.

RICKETS
-Condition caused by a deficiency of vitamin D, which
disturbs the normal development of bones.

ROLE REYEHVAL -
The process whereby a p'arent or caretaker seeks nur-
turance and/orprotection from a child rithethan pro-
viding this for the child, who frequently complies wall
this reversal. Usually this process develops as a result
of unfulfilled needs of the parent or caretaker.

SACRAL ARM
Lower part of the back.

SCAN TEAM
Suspected Chid Abuse and Neglect team which has as
its objective the assessment of a Child and his/her family
to determine if abuse and/or neglect has occurred and
what treatment is indicated. The team usually includes
a pediatrician, a social worker, and a psychiatrist or
Psychologist, but other professionals are often involved
as well. A SCAN team or unit is generally located in a
hospital br outpatient facility. (See also

F`
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY TEAM and DENVER
MODEL)

SCAPEGOATING,
Casting blame for apiroblem on one who is innocent or
Only partially responsible; for example, a parent or
caretaker abusing or neglecting a child is punishment
for family problems unrdlated.to the child.

SCbRVY
dition canted by a, deficiency f vitamin C or-,
acid) and cAracterized by kness, ern ia,

spdfigy gums, and other symptoms.

- SBLINGI.
`In juvenile court or criminal court practice, the closing
of records to inspection: by All but the defendant or
Minor involved-Sealinris provided by statute in some
stales and may be done after proof is madvha.; the lie-

ilendant or minor has behaved lawfully for a specified
period of years. Note-that juvenile court records are
never public, as are the records of most other courts;
access to juvenile court records is .theekretically very
restricted; even before sealing. (See also EXPUNGE-
MENT)

6 SEIZURES ,

Uncontrollabl muscular contractions, usually alter-
nating with a elaxation a generally accom-
pania by uneo sness. Seizures, which vary in in-
tensity and lentth o ccurrence, are the result of some°.
brap irritation which has been caused by disease, in-
heritgi condition? fever, tumor, vitamin defidiency, or ,4

o injury" tAhe:heari. .

SELF -HELP
Groups Of ' with 'sillier., often stigmatized,

1

OU
)

,probleintwko, sh areptonferns and. experiences in an
effort to provid mutuil help to one another. Usually.
these grou re self-directed. (See also PARENTS
ANONYM

SELFAI,MiNATION'
The givirtg of astatement, in court or- during an in-
vestigation, which subjects the person giving-the 'state:
ment to criminal liability. (See also DUE PROCESS; ..-
FLFTH AMENDMENT, .MM LAITY, and MIRAN-

,DA RULE). 4

SENTENCING
.4- The last stage of criminal.proseCution in wffeitia con-

victed defendant is ordered imprisoned, ruled, or
granted Probation. This is equivalent in a criminal ease
to the disposition in a juvenile court case. '

.

"'we

'SEQUELAE '

A

After- effects; usually medical events following an inj-
ury or disease.7In child abuse and neglect, sequelae is
used tp refer to psychological conseqbences of abusive
acts and also afe perpetuation of maltreatment
behavior across generations, as well as, specific after-
effects such as brain damage,-speech impairment, and
impaired physical andlor psychological growth.

SERVICES "
(See EARLY INTERVENTION, EMERGENCY

SERVICES, PREVENTION OF CHILD ABUSE
AND NEGLECT, SUPPORTIVE SERVICES,
TRENT,ffiDelENT OF CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

NI

SEXU ABUSE' .

In er to encompass ail forms of child sexual abuse
an exploitation within its mandate, the National
Center on Child Abuse and Neglect ha4 adopted the
following tentative. definition of child sexual abuse:

contacts or inleractions betweena child and an adult
when the'child is being usedfor the sexual stimula-*
tion.of the perpetrator or another person. Sexual

. ....abuse may altoei. rn.ThWillifibilli ,
age of 18 when that person is either significantly
older an the victim or wharf th terpetlator is in a
posit n of power or corttro notheichild. (Seel
.., CHILD ABUSE AN ECT)

'41- i
SEXUAL ASSAULT

,

Unlawful actions of a sexual nature committed against
a person forcibly apd against hisitieriown Will. Various .
degrees of sexual assaulttre established by state 4ai,
and are distinguished by the sex of the perpetrator
aryl /or victi' the amount of force used, the amount
and type of x 1.contacj. etc. Sexual abuse is one
form of sexual assau herein theperpetrator is known
by the victim and is usually-a member of the family.
(*also CHILD. ABUSE AND NEGLECT)

4

SEXUAL EXPLOITATION
A .term usually used in reference to sexual abuse of
children for commercial purposes; such as child

,prostitution, sexual exhibition:, or the production of
pbrnograptic materials, (See also CHIL.D POR-
NOGRAPHY,CHILD PROSTITUTIO

01.

a

SEXUAL MISS
Alternative term for sexual abuse, but -particularly
reflects the point of view that sexual encounters with
children, if properly handled, need not be as haiinfulas
is usually assumed. Its implication is that children are
not necessarily harmed by so-called sexually abusive
acts themselves,' but rather the abuse results from
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danlige generated by negative social and cultural reac-
tions to such acts. (See also CHILD MISUSE AND
NEGLECT, INCEST, SEXUAL ABUSE)

SEXUALLY TRANSMISSIBLE DISEASE
(STD) (See yENEREAL DISEASE)

SIMPLE FRACTURE (SeeFRACTURE)

SITUATIONAL CHILD.ABUSE AND NEGLE
Refers to cases of child abuse an particularly child
neglect (where ,the majo t factors cannot be'
readily eliminated ause they relate to-problems over
which tin pare have little control. (See also APA- .

THY-FUTIL Y SYNDROME).

SKELET SURVEY -
A series of X-rays that studies all bones of the body.
Such a survey should be done in all cases of suspected
abuse to locate any old, as well as new, fractures which
may exist.

SOCIAL ASSESSMEN. i (See ASSESSMENT),

SOCIAL HISTORY
I) Informatin compiled by a social. worker 'about

factors affecting a family's past and present level of
functioning for use in diagnosing child abuse and
neglect and developing a treatment plan.

2 ,) Document prepared by a probation officer or
social worker Tor the juvenile or family court hear-

-, _ing officer's Consideration at the time of disposition
°la case. This reportaddresses the minor's history
and environment: Social histories often contain

\ material which would clearly be inadmissible in
mostjudicial proceedings, either becatise of hear-
say or lack of verification or reliability. The infor-
mal use of such repots's-hat often been attacked 'as
in violation of due prodess rights of minors -and
parents.

'SOCIAL RgPORT (See SOCIAL HISTORY)

SOCIAL ISOLATION
. The-limited interaction and contact of many a busive

and/or neglectful parents 'with relatives, neighbors,
f,riends, or,community resource's. Social isolation can
perpetuate 'a basic lack of trust which hinders both
identification and treatment of child abuse and neglect.

SOCIAL URITYACT
Established 1935 as 'a 'national social insurance

7 pillgram,, this fede al legislation includes several sec-
,. tioos -particWarl plicable to child and family

welfare:

36

Title IV Parts A, B, C, D (Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, Child Welfare Services, Wozjc
Incentive Program, Child Support and Establish-

. mint of Paternity)
Part A, now included wider Title XX as sosyices for
children, was designed to encourage familia% to care,
for dependent children in their own or relatives'
homes by providing services to families below a
specified income level., As a condition of receiving'
federal funding for this program, states must provide
family .planning services. Parr B. authorizes support
to states for child welfare services developed in
coordination with the AFDC program to supple-
ment or substitute for parental care and supervision.
These services include day car foster care, and ,

other preventive or protective p grams puombting
child and familr welfare. Part C offers job training'
And placement for AFDC parents in an effort ,to
assistethem in becoming Self-supporting. Part D en- .

forces the support obligations owed by, absent
parents to their Children by locating absent parents,

'establishing paternity, and obtaining child support.

Title VMaternal and.; hild Health and XPplied
Children's Saivices
Provides a broad range of health care services for
-mothers and children from low-income families in
order to reduce maternal and infant mortality and to
prevent illness.

Title XIXGrants to States for Medical Assis-
tance Programs (Medicaid or Title 19) -

Designed to help families with depindent children
and other low-income persons hy providing finan-
cial assistance for necessary medicll services. This
act is additionally designed to provide rehabilitation
and dther psychotherapy services to help 'families
and individuals retain or regain independende and
self-sufficiency.

Title X X-r-Grant o St tel for Senviees
Provides gra s to, s esefor developing programs
and services designed to achieve the following goals
fo,r families and/or children: economic self-support;
self-sufficiency; prevention of abuse and neglect;
preserving; retialiilitating, reuniting families; ref
ring for institutional care when other services
appropriate.

Mandated child protective service agency prbgrams
are primarily funded through Title IV-B and Title XX
of the Social Security Act.

SOCIETACHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
Failure of society to proyide -social policies4and/oi



funding to support the well -King of all families and
children or to provide sufficient resources totrevent
and treat, -ebilki abuse and negleCt, particularly for
minority populations such as migiant workers and Na-
tive Americans.

f-

SPECIALCHILD
.

A child who is abused or neglected or at risk of abuse
or neglect becaidh, he/she has a special probleM with
which the parent(s) have difficulty coping or because
the child has some psychologically negative meaning
for the parent. Also referred to as "target child." If this
child is abused, the cause may be referred to as rvic-
tie.' precipitated abuse."

SPIRAL FRACTUIfi (See FRACTURE)

SPOUSE ABUSE
Non-accidental physical or psychologica1l injury in-

,
flicted on either husband or wife by his/her marital
partner. Some experts conjecture that husbands as well
as wives are frequently abused, particularly
psychologically, but the subject of husband abuse has
nj ganted ptiblic or prgfessional recognition to the ex-

In C-051-0-criTtlre
term used when referring to abuse between adult mates
who may not be married. (See also BATTERED
WOMEN)

STAFF BURNOUT
Apathy and frust tion felt by pi4,tective service
workers w are.' orked, undervained, and lack-
ink hency or _supervisory support. This is a common
problem, and workers who do not leave protective
services (see STAFF FLIGHT) or wtib do not have
supervisory support often lose sensitivity to client
needs. (Also referred to as Worker Burnout)

STAFF FLIGHT
Continous change of child protective services staff due
to staff burnout (see STAFF BURNOUT) This creates
the need to provide frequent training for new workers,
Informed estimates place the overall national turnover
rate-ei protective service 'workers at 85% annually.'

STAFF SATISFACTION
Structuring a supportive and encouraging environment
for protective service workef with regular periOds
when no-new cases are assigned, thereby decreasing
staff burnout and staff flight. Supervisors and ad-
ministrators need to develop programs including the
following lements: manageable caseloads, in-service
training, participation in and responsibility for agency
decision-making.

C

./T

STANDARD OF PROOF (See EVIDENTIARY
STANDARDS)

STANDARDS .
Guides developed to Vsure comprehensiveness and
adequacy of programs or services. Issued by relevant
agencies, such as the National Center on,Child Abuse
and Neglect for state and local level programs and the
Child Welfare League of America for member agen-
cies, standards have various levels of authority.

STATE AUTHORITY
State authority refers to the state department of social
services (state department) and a state child protection
coordinating committee (state committee). As 'desig-
nated in state law, these stratures are to accept respon-
sielity for child abuse and neglect preventidn, iden-
tification, and treatment efforts. The standards-on state
authority,'as speCifted in the NationaCenter on Child
Abuse and Neglect Revision to Federal Standards on the
Prevention and Treatment of Child Abuse and Neglect
(Draft), include:

Administration and Organization
1) The state department should establ$sb child

-
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with the state lov and conducive tD state-wide
'delivery of uniform and coordinated services.

2) The state department should establish a dis-
tinct child protection division (state division)
to facilitate the implementation of department
tal policies.

3) The state departmentshould designate child
protective services units (local* units) within
eackregional and/or local social services-4On-
cy .

4) The state c9m mittee. as required by state law.
should tie tfepresentative of those persons and
agencies concerned with child abuse and
neglect prevention, identification, and treat-
ment.

Amary Prevention
5) The state division and the state committee

should work together towards primary preven--
tion of child abuse and neglect through for-
malized needs assessment and planning proc-
esses.

Secondary and Tertiary Prevention
6) The _state division and the state committee

should jointly develop a comprehensive and'
coordinated plan for delivery of services to
higb-risk children and families.

7) The state division should ensure that those per-
sons who have reason to Itispect child abuse or
neglect can make a repOrt at any time. wenty-
four hours a day. seven days a week.

a



8) The state division should transmit -reports to-
appropriate authority for assessment of the
degree of risk to thechild.

9) The- state division should operate a central
registry, that facilitates stoke till)" local plan-7
ning.

10) The state division's operation of the central
registry should ensure- that,children and
families' rights to prompt and effective services:
are protected.,

Resat" Enhancement
11) The state divisiok should develop and provide"

public and professional education.
12) The state division should ensure thattraininF is..

provided to all' divisional, regional, and local
staff.

13) The state division shouldconduct and/or spin%
sor research, demonstration, and evaluati
projects.

. .

(See also LOCAL AVJTHORITY)

STATUS OFFENSE
n ,

An act which is considered crimind oqlybeilause it is
committed by a lei-son of a particulir status, Such as a
minor. If an adult did the same thin it would not be
an offense. For example, a minor 'Staying out er
curfew.

;I'

,
confusion-resulting-from the Women's Movement, and
unresolved psychodynamic conflicts from childhood.

SUBDURAL HEMATOMA
A common symptom of abused children, consisting ea
collection of blood ben th the outermost membrane
covering the brain and final cord. The hematoma may
be caused by a blow the head on'from shakiog a baby
or small child. (See ,also WHIPLASH-SHAKEN IN-
FANT SYNDROME)

SUBPOENA
A document issued by a court clerk, usually/delivered .
by a process spryer or police officer to-the person sub-
poenaed, requiring that person to appear, at a certain
court at a certain day and time to give testimony in a
specified case. Failure to obey a subpoena is punishable
as contempt of court..

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
A subpoena requiring the person subpoenaed to bring
specifieslorecords to court?

SUDDEN INFANT DEATH SYNDROME (SIDS)
A condition which can be confused with child abuse,
'SIDS affects infants from two weeks to two years old,
15ut usually occurs in a child lesethan six months of age.
In SIDS, a child who has been healthy except for a
minor respiratory infection:is found dead, often` with
bloody frothy material inehis/her mouth. Thocause -of
SIDS is not fully understood. The confusion with child
abuse results from the bloody sputum and occasional
facial bruises that accompany the syndrome. However,
SIDS parents rarely display the guarded or defensive
behavior that many abusive parents do.

STIPULATION
A statement, either oral or written, between aoM5rs

,-
both sides of a particular. court case, which establishes

)certain facts about the' case that agreed upon, by el
both sides. The facts delineated as ally involve such
issues as the address of the persli irivolyed in the
case, their relationships to one artlier,4tC'

;

STRESS FACTORS
Environmental and/or psychologic.;i.Priliittres cher' a
prolonged period Which are asiociatedithckild abuse
and neglect or which, without being prelonged, May be
the precipitant event. While a certain amOunt of stress
can be useful in m?itivating people to change, .

generally agreed that is an overiVad of stress
our present society, perhaps bec.atftt psople feel
decreasingly in'control of the forces, ffectipg their
lives: Prevention of child abuse aild neglect 'tectiiires,
both reducing stress in society and -helping people cope
with it. Environmental stress which ttiay influence child
awe and negleCt %includes, bin is not limited to,
unemploynient, pbverty, poor and overerowded hous-.
ing, compettion for pccess, and "keeping up withithe
loneses." Psychological stress besides that - caused
environmental factors which may influence child ab
and neglect could include such eroblems 'as marital.
discord, in-law problems, unwanted pregnanty, role

O
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SUMMONS
A document issued by a court clerk, usually delivered
by,,a process server or police officer to the person sum-
moned, notifying that person of the filing ofa lawsuit
against- him/her and notifying that person of the
deadline là nswering the suit. A summons does not
requite the endance at Court of any person.

SUPERVISION
1) rovision of age-appropriate 'protection and gui-

dancifor a child by ..a parent or caretaker. This is a
parental responsibility, but in some cases of-child"
abuse and neglect or for other teasons, the state
may have to assume responsibility for supervision.
(See also CHILD IN NEED OF SUPERVISION)

2) Process in social work practice whereby worked
review cases with supervisors to assure case .
progress, to sharperrthe workers' knowledge and
skill, and to assure maintenance of agency'policies ,

r
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_ and procedures. Unlike many practitioners in law
and medicine, social workers do nett generally

,practice independently or make totally indepen-
dent judgments. In-general, social work supervitors
-hold Master's degrees; but in some local public
agencies these supervisors mayle just out of gradu-
ate school and have little experience. Since good
supervision is a critical, factor in reducing the
problem of staff burnout and staff flight, it is im-
portant for child protective-service agenciediPo-pro.
vide training and continuing education per .
trinities for supervisors.

.

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
Supportive services are a wide range of human services
which provide assistance to families or individuals 'so
that they are more nearly able to fulfill their potential
foripositive growth and behavior. The concept implies
that individuals have bAlc strengths which need to be
recognized, encouraged, and aided. Thus, a wide fange
of financial, educational, vocational, child care. coun-
seling,seling, recreational, and other services might be se n as
supportive if they do indeed emphasize the streng s.of
peoOle and -de-emphasize -their occasional need for

. rwPrrrsm:rwer dent -
which may affect their lives.

SURROGATE PARENT
A person other then- a biological pareiit who. living
within or outside the taiget home, provides nurtucance.
ThN person may be self-selected,or assigned to fulfill
parental functions. A surrogate parent may nurture
children or abusive, or neglectful parents who wete
themselves abused as' children and.therefore aligin need
of a nurturing parental model. (See also PARENT
AIDE)

SUSPECTED CHILDABUSE AND NEGLECT
Reason-to believe that child abuse or neglect has or is
occurring in a given family. Anyone can in good faith
report this to the local mandated agency, which will in-

. vestlgate and protect the child as necessary. However.
all states have statutes which provide that members of
certain professions must report and that failure to do so,
is punishable by'fine or imprisonment. For specific cri-
teria for suspecting child abuse or, neglect. see IN-
DICATOR& OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT
and ,FAM I LIES -AT -R ISK.

I
SUTURE
I) A type of immovable joint in'which the connecting

surfaces of the bones are,closely united, as in the
ilculI.

2) -.The stitches made by, a physician that close a
wound.

SYPHILIS (See VENEREAL DISEASE)

TARGET CHILD (See SPECIAL CHILD)

'TEMPORAL .
Referring to the side of the head.

TEMPORARY CUSTODY (See,CUSTODY)

TEMPORAY PLACEMENT
Voluntary or involuntary short term removal of a child
froathis/her own home, primarily when a child's safety
or 'weir-being is threatened or endangered,or when a
family crisis can be averted.by such action. Temporaryo
placement may be in a relative's home, receiving home
pr shelter, foster home, or institution. Temporary
placement should be considered only if service to the
child. and family within the home, suet' as use of a

homemaker or day care, is a' termined to be insuffi-
cient to protect or provide for the child or, if it is
unavailable. If the home,situation does not improve
while the child is in temporary placement, long term
placement may be warranted. However, authorities
agree that too many tempbrary placements .un-

y come permanent p acements. ( e also
CUSTODY)

iy

TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS (TPR)
A legal proceeding freeing a child from his/her parents'
claims so that the ch d can be adopted by others
without the parents' writs n consent. The legal bases for
termination differ from ate to state, but most statutes
include abandonment as a ground for TPR. (See also-

,ABANDONMENT)

TESTIMONY
A declaration or statement made to establish a fact,
especially one made under oath in court.

4

THREATENED HARM
Substantial risk of harm to a child, including physical
or mental injury, sexual assault, neglect of physical
and/or educational needs. inadequate supervision,- or
abandonment._ -

, TITLE IV (See SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

TITLE (See SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

TITLE XIX (TITLE 19, MEDICAID) (See
SOCIAL SECURITY ACT)

TITLE XX (See SOCIALSECURITY ACT)

TORUS FRACTURE (See FRACTURE)

39
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TRABECULA
A,gensral term for a supporting or anchoring strand of
tissue. -

TRAUMA
An internal or external injury-or wound bwought about
by an outside force. Usually trauma means injury by
violence, but it may also apply to the wound caused'by
any surgical procedure. Trauma may be caused accf-1
dentglly or, as in a case of physicaL1abuse, non-acciden-
tally. Trauma is also a term applied to psychological
discomfort or symptAhns resulting from an emotional
shock or painful experience.

TRAUMA
DeAignation u by some hospitals for a child 'abuse
and-neglect program.

TREATMENT FOSTER CARE
Foster care for children with diagnosed eintorionll
and/or behavioral problems in which foster, parents
with special training and experience become part of a
treatment team working with a particular child. Treat-
ment foster 'care may be indicated for abused Ors

. '

suspected cases and crisis intervention;long term treat-
ment is best assured through use of a community team
(see COMMUNITY TEAM).

Both crisisantervention and term treatment will'
usually require a mix of supportive and therapeutic
ser ices. Supportive services could include
horrakers, day care, foster grandparents, pafent
education, health care, family planning, recreational
activities, housing assistance, transportation, legal
services, employment training and placement, financial
counseling and assistance. Therapeutic servisei could
include psychotherapy, casework, lay therapy from
parent,aides, group therapy, family or couple therapy,
and self-help such as Parents Anonymous.

TURGOR
Condition of bell swollen and congested. This'can
refer to normal or other fullness.

TWENTY-FOUR HOUR EMERGENCY SERV-
ICES
Local services available at all times to receive reports
and make immediate investigatior4 of susgaed cases

:MR

TREATMENT OF CHILD ABUSE. AND
\NLIEGLECT

/ Helping parents or-caretakers stop child abuse and
neglect and assisting them and their children to func-
tion adequately as alamily unit. 2) Providing tempor-
ary placement and services as necessary for abut& or
neglected children until their parents can assume their
parental responsibilities without threat to the children's
welfare. 3) Terminating parental rights and placing the
children in an adoptive home if the parents abandon
the 'children or absolutely cannot be helped. Experts
believe that 80% to 85% of abusive' and neglectful
parertts can be helpedto function without threat to
their children's welfare and, more often than not,
without temporary placement of the children if suffi-
cient supportive services are available. a

Treatm.ent Nuchild.atrusearid neglect should. include
treatment for the abused and neglected children as well
as for the parents.

Treatment for child abuse and neglect includes both
crisis intervention and long term treatment. The man-
dated agency may provide services directly or by
'purchase of service from other agencies. Vice a
multiplicity of services is often necessary, a case
management approach to treatment is usually most
effective (see CASE MANAGEMENf). Because man-
dated agencies necessarily focus on investigation of

intervention if necessary. The mode of providing twen-
ty-four hour emergency services varies in different
localities. However, often mandated agency protective
service workers are on call for spific evening and.'
weekend assignments. Often the after- hours, number
rings the police pr sheriffs department which then con-
tacts the assigned worker. (See also COMPREHEN-
Slo.cVE EMERGENCY SERVICES)

UNFOUNDED REPORT
Any report of suspected child abuse or neglect made to
the mandated agencyslor which It is deterrnineg, that
there is no probable cause to believe that abuse or
neglect hal occurred. Mandated agencies may or may
not remove unfounded reports from their records after
a period of time. (See also EXPUNGEMENT)

VASCULAR,
Of the blood vessels.

VENEREAL DISEASE
Any disease transmitted by sexual contact. The two '
most common forms of venereal disease are gonorrhea
and syphilis. Presence of a venereal disease in a child
may indicate 'that the mother eras infected with the
disease during the pregnancy, or it may be evidence of
sexual abuse.

?VERBAL ABUSE (See CHILD ABUSE AND
NEGLECT)

40
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VERIF ATION OF CHILD ABUSE A14D
NEGLE
Substantiation of child abuse or neglects' following in-
vestigation of suspected cages by mandated agency
workers and/or assessment by a diagnostic team. Also
referred to as a founded .report.

VICTIM-PRECIPITATED ABUSE (See SPECIAL
CHILD)

VISITING FRIEND (See PARENT AIDE)

VITAL SIGNS
Sighs manifesting life, such as respiratory rate,
heartbeat, pulse, blood pressure, and eye responses.

VOIR DIRE
I) Procedure during which lawyjsrt question prospec-

tive jurors to determine their biases, if any.
2) Procedure in which lawyers question expert wit-

nesses regarding their qualifications before the ex-
perts are permitted to give opinion testimony.

VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT
Act of a parent' in whi
relinquished without a rural court proceeding.
Sometimes called v ry relinquishment.

VOLUNTEER ROL
I) Extension and enr chment of direct services to
families by unpaid, eened, trained, an supervised
persons who genera y lack professional training. Com-
mon roles are parent aides, child care workers,
outreach workers, or staff for helplines. 2) Develop'-
ment and advocacy of child abuse and neglect
programs by unpaid persons through participation on
community councils, agency boards, or community
committees. Scarce resources in relation to the mag-
nitude of the problem of child abuse and neglect de-
mands that volunteers be used Increasingly.'

WANTON
Extremely reckless or malicious. Often used in court
proceedings in conjunction with "willful" to establish
certain kinds of unlawful behavior only vaguely,
distinguished from careless bur awful conduct.

be given "reasonable cause to believe" that a crime has
occurred and that the warrant is necessary in the ap-
prehension and conviction of the criminal

WHIPLASH-SHAKEN INFANT SYNDROME
Injury to an infant or child that results from that child
having been shaken, usually as a misguided means,,of
discipline. The most common symptoms, which can be
inflicted by seemingly harmless shakings, are bleeding
and/or detached retinas and other bleeding inside the
head. Repeated instances of shaking and resultant inj-
uries may eventually cause mental and developmental
disabilities. (See also SUBDURAL: HEMATOMA)

WILLFUL
Done with understanding of the act and the intention
that the act and its natural consequences should occur
Some conduct becomes unlawful or negligent only
when It is done willfully

WITNESS
I) A person who has seen or heard something
2) A person who is called upon to testify-4n a court

WORKER BURNOUT (See Staff Burnout)

WORK-UP
Study of a patient, often in a hospital, in order to pro-
vide information for diagnosis. A full work-up includes
past medical and family histories, pr'esent condition
and symptoms; laboratory, and, possibly, X-ray
studies.

WARRANT
Document issued by a judge, authorizing the arrest or
detention of a person or the search of a place and
seiiure of specified items in that place. Although a
judge need not hold a hearing before issuing a warrant
and although the party to be arrested or whose property.
will be seized need not be notified, the judge must still

41

WORLD OF ABNORMAL REARING (WAR)
A generational cycle of development in which abused
or neglected children tend to grow up to beabusive or
neglectful parrints unless intervention occurs to break
the cycle. The diagram which follows outlines the
WAR cycle (Helfer) .

X-RAYS
Photographs made by means of X-rays X- ays are one
of the %est important tools available to.p icjans in
tEe diagnOsis of physical child abuse or ba ng. With
X-rays, or radiologic examinations, physicians can ob-
serve not only the current bone injuries of a child, but
also any past injuries that may exist in variousstages of
healing. This historical information contributes signifi-
cantly to the assessment of a suspected case ofchild
abuse. Radiologic examination is also essential. to
distinlluish organic diseases that may cause bone
breakage from physical child abuse.

.
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Acronyms

AAP erican Academy of Pediatrics
cademy of Certified Social Workers

ACYF 'Administration for Children, Youth. and
Faini Iles (former41---pffii,e of Child
Devel'opment), U.S. Department of
Health, EduCation and Welfare

APC `: Aid to Dependent Children (Title IV-A
. of the Social Security Act) (also referred

to as AFDC)
AF Alleged Father
AFDC Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(Title IV-A of the Social Security Act)
(also referred to as ADC)

AHA American Humane Association
AMA Against Medical Advice; American

Medical Association
APA American Psychiatric Association;

imerican Psychological Association
APWA American Public Welfare Association
CALM Child Abuse Listening Mediation
CAN Child Abuse and Neglect .

CAP Community Action Program
CDAHA Children's Division of the

Humane Association
CDF Children's Defense Fund
CES 'Comprehensive Emergency Services
CHIPS Child in Need of Protection and Supervi-.

sio%

CLL Childhood Level of Living Scale
CNS, Central Nervous System

American

CPS
CYiL A

'DART

DD
DREW

DPW
13V
EFSDT

ER
FIT
GAL
HEW

IP' '
LD
MINS
NASW
NCCA
NCCAN

NIH
NIMH
OCD
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Child Protective Services
Child Welfare League of America
Detection, Admission, Reporting, and
Treatment (multicliscitilinafy team)
Developmental Disability
U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (also referred to as HEW)
Department of Public Welfare

'Department of Social Services
Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis,
and Treatment
Emergency Room
Failure to Thrive
Guardian ad litem
U.S Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (also referred to as DHEW)

_identified Patient
Learning Disability
Minor in Need of Supervision
National Association of Social Workers
Natiopal Center for Child Advocacy
fIrtzonal Center on Child Abuse and
Neglect
National Institutes of Health
National Institute of Mental Health
Office of Child Development (now Ad-
minstration for Children, Youth and
Families); U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare

OHD Office of 'Human Development (now



OHDS

Office offluman Development Services),
U.S. Ddpartment of Health, Education

Welfare
ice of Hunfan Development Services

(formerly Office of Human Develop-.
ment), U.S.. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare '

PA Parents Anonymous
PET Parent Effectiveness Training
PINS Person in Needs,/ Supervision
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PL 93.247

SCAN
SIDS
STD
TPR
UM
VD
WAR
WIN

Child Abuse Prevention and Treatmept
Act
Suspected Child Abuse d Neglect
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
SexualW Transmissible Disease
Termination of Parental kiets
Unmarried Mother
Venereal Disease
World of Abnormal Rearing
Work Incentive Program
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